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I See Photo Coverage Of What Outside Agitation Caused In ClintonPage 9 and lb
SEEK HEIRS OF $10,000 HERE
New And Veteran Teachers Get Together At Workshop Sessions
NEW AND OLD TEACHERS
got together last week at work-
shops for elementary a n d
high school instructors, in pre-
paration for the Fall term
which began this week. Work-
shops for elementary teach-
ers were held at Melrose
high school • hile high school
instructors met at Booker T.
Washington high. The photo
EXTREME LEFT shows some
of the new faces that will be
gracing the classrooms of four
different schools. Left to right
are Miss Evelyn Knox, who
will serve at Douglass high;
Miss Lillian Whitney, at Mel-
rose high; Miss Mildred Hal-
yard, at Manassas; Mrs. Al-
ice Dassie, at t'aldwell school,
and Miss Artie Nlannings, at
Douglass. All are graduates
of LeMoyne college. IN SEC-
•
OND PHOTO FROM LEFT,
Prof. Edwin C. Jones, princi-
pal of Carnes school, (at left)
and ceteran Principal Flod
Campbell (at right) chat with
newly appointed principal Mel-
vin Conley (center), of Hyde
Park school. Pleasant smiles
light the features of the group
in PHOTO .AT EXTREME
RIGHT. Shown discussing an
interesting workshop session,
left to right, are: Mrs. E. 0.
Rogers, principal of Lester
elementary school; Instruc-
tor Rodell Boyd; Well-known
Mrs. Mary T. Murphy, princi-
pal of Alonza Locke school.
and Mrs. Othella Shannon, '
new assistant principal of Pet-
er Junior High school. AU
scenes are at Melrose High
school. (Withers Photos) 1
Mlle Boils Over School
Seek Heirs Of
$10,000 Here
With every passing day a $10,000 estate slips
farther from the still unknown heir (or heirs).
It could well be that this sizeable fortune belongs to
Memphian because Tennessee is one of five states in which
valid heirs of the late Miss Sweete A. DeLoache, of
tentucky, are expected to be
found.
States in addition to Tennessee
end Kentucky where heirs probab- City until her death, another sis-
ly would be found are Missouri, ter named Martha J. DeLoache
Kansas and Illinois. and another relative named
WELL GO TO NEW YORK Cornelius Keyes whose where-
' If no claimants for the $10,000 abouts have not been determined.
estate come forward in the next It appears that before and dur-
three months the money will be ing the Civil War the family
turned over to New York State. lived on plantations in western
After this, persons with claims can Tennessee.
present them for the next 10 ','cars JOSIAH DeLOACHE
but there will be more difficulty Mrs. Jennie DeLoache Thom-
than at present. as, 80. of Lancaster. Ohio. recalls
Miss DeLoache died at the agss that a branch of the family sep-
of 87 near Paducah, Ky., leaving arated during the Reconstruction
an estate worth approximately period and that her father. George
$20,000. At her request the remain- W. DeLoache was son of Josiah
der of the funds have been do- DeLoache who was a large plan-
hated ;to the NAACP, the Salga- tation owner near Memphis. She
lion Army and other charitable or- says Josiah DeLoache had about
ganizations. nine children.
Atty. Charles W. Anderson, of! Mrs. Jennie DeLoache Thom-
Louisville, associated with Joseph as' kinship has not been clearly
L. McLemore a New York at-i established.
torney who is chief counsel in the, If anyone has any information
case, said that Miss DeLoache relative to any of the heirs of
failed to name any other organiza- Sweete A. DeLoache. Cornelius .
tion or person to receive the re- Keyes, Martha J. DeLoache or ,
mainder of her possessions. Mattie DeLoache Harris, com- 
AndTHE KIN FOLK municate with Charles W.
i
From investigations it appears son, jr., attorney at law, 608 
\e‘
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that Sweete A. DeLoache had a Walnut st., Room 403, Louisville,
sister named Mattie DeLoache who Ky-
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$10.00
in Cash
Here's some easy money for
you if your auto license
number appears below:
2-67123
2-9085
EACH PLATE
IS WORTH $5
Bring your title to the Tri-
State Defender office BE-
FORE 4 P. M. MONDAY,
September 10 and the mon-
ey will be turned over to
you.
BuryDr.Jeffe'rson
Noted Dentist
Last rites for Dr. A. W. Jefferson, prominent Mem-
phis dentist, were held Saturday morning at St. Augus-
tine Catholic church with Father Capistran Haas officiat-
ing.
Dr. Jefferson died Tuesday, Aug. 30, at his residence,
789 Alaska, in the Klondike com-
munity. The wake w a s Friday
night at the home with Rosary
services afterwards.
Burial was in Elmwood ceme-
tery. Southern Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements. Hon-
orary pallbearers were the board
of directors of the Abe Scharff
YMCA, retired postmen, Shelby
County Dental Society and the Shel-
by County Dental Auxiliary.
WIFE A NURSE
Dr. Jefferson's wife, Mrs. Pearl
Jefferson, a registered nurse who
was his assistant in his dental
practice, was with him when he
died.
Ambitious, energetic Dr. Jeffer-
son was born in Raliegh, Tenn.,
sr i of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jef-
ferson.
He attended public schools in
Shelby county before entering Le-
Moyne Normal in Memphis.
After teaching in the public
schools of Shelby County for five
years, he became a Letter Carrier
410 with t h e Memphis Post 
Office, his hospitality and love of people
serving 39 years. He attended made him known not only in the
community where he lived a n d
maintained his office, but through-
out the city and state.
Dr. Jefferson participated in
go to take a Post Graduate Course. civic and charity drives, and was
He was a former president of the
Bluff City Dental association and See DENTI
STS, page 2
a little
jlater married a man named liar-
ems and that she lived in Kansas
University of West Tennessee at
nights studying to become a den-
tist, and then later went on to
Northwestern university in Chica-
DR. A. W. JEFFERSON
$1,000 Award
Lee for "her fight to enter the
University of Alabama." He stat-
ed that her efforts "make her a
symbol of the struggle of the dark-
er people over the world to obtain
first-class citizenship."
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1956
RESCUED FROM THE Clinton
mob, James Chandler, 3 ts-
year•old sailor, reaches into
his pocket for a cigarette while
sitting with National Guards•
men. Chandler, who is from
Knoxville, Tenn., was mobbed
hr a crowd shouting obsceni-
ties at him as he stepped from
a bus in Clinton to visit a girl
friend. The guardsmen took
him to nearby Oak Ridge, pre-
venting possible bloodshed.
1N1'.
Select Place
Lt. George W. Lee, well-known For Ike-Nixon
GOP leader, presented a $1.000
scholarship to Mrs. Autherine Lucy Headquarters
Foster last week at the Elks con The southeast corner of h e
vention in Los Angeles. ; Hickman building, located at Mad-
Mrs. Foster was cited by Lt. ison and Fourth, will be headquar-
ters for the Eisenhower - Nixon
campaign, it was announced lastw
Walker Wellford, jr., is Shelby
County GOP chairman. A meeting
was held last Tuesday of the GOP
steering committee, with all fac-
Tennessee
Students
Defy Mob
begtane.in h eastern Part api
Texas where the local courts have
Wealthy Miss. ordered integration, racial feelingis tense and mob5 in Mansfield
.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111 1 111111111011111111111111111111111M 1H111 / and Alvarado have declared they.
• Farm Owner
Fads To Remember About Clinton ,. DITFFEE, Miss. — Arthur Dar-
is'  slain  
 b 
will prevent school mixing.
Nine of the 12 Negro students
wealthyy  a N landowner,egr a  a a  pwriaesvionusolyt 
whose admittance to previously 4
white classes in Clinton touched
EDITOR'S NOTE: here are some facts about Clinton. Tenn, , off week-long disturbances, retu
residents which reveal a picture of racial goodwill before trouble• 
thought.
ed to school Tuesday morning,
makers came into the community, the current view of Negro Sheriff Hubert C. Valentine said Armed guardsmen prevented Cline
residents and the situation brought about by the agitating white last week that two white brothers, ton citizens from congregating he
Citizens Council. R. J. Phillips, about 50, and Ed
Phillips, 36. came into his office
and surrendered.
They admitted having been sur- Armed Troopsprised by Davis while operating
a whiskey still on Davis' 40-acre —
farm. On Alert For
Davis who Is employed by a
lumber mill also in Philadelphia, New Violence)'1 A,Miss., came upon the two broth- 1
• ''l
ers while checking his property.
He was later found, it was re-
ported, with art automatic pistol
in his band. He had been killed courageous Negro students who re-
by two shotgun blasts, turned to court-ordered integrated
Tuesday under the watchful eyes
classes at Clinton H i g h school
Barrier Raisedis
Al DemoMeeting
Mob action and mob
spread its three southern states.
Tuesda y as race haters 1.00k it
upon themselves to prevent racial
integration in schools in defiance
of court orders.
At the same time law ertforoo.
ment officers vowed they will
keep law and order.
In Clinton, Tenn., wherenIM
Negro students attended h g
school classes Tuesday while the
Tennessee National Guardsmen
stood hy, a federal court order
outlawing interference with inter
gration was extended to embrace
all persons in the county,
DYNAMITE HOMES
In the neighboring town of OTI.
ver Springs, irate whites fought
guardsmen and dynamited Ne-
groes' homes because they beard
nut( KEsstiAw. executive see- Negro youngsters were going to
retary of the pro•segregatioa Fed- enroll in the grammar school fa/
eration of Constitutional Govern- the first time.
ment. is as he arrived in Clinton, A somewhat mild protest wal
Tenn.. to -bring peace and order staged in Poolesville, Md., Tuete
to the situation." He was allowed day when 14 colored students shows.
to speak to the mob after he ed up for classes in the local high
promised not to cause them to school. There were no protests at
riot. INF' Soundphoio, the three other high schools to
 the county (Montgomery) as
2 Whites Slay le gproawt ino n
Price 15c
• • •
Through the years Negroes have often attended Clin-
ton's two white churches, First Baptist and Second Bap-
tist.
• . •
During the school terms when Negro students were
transported 18 miles to Knoxville to attend high school,
the bus was driven by a white driver.
The janitor at the colored Green McAdoo Elemeetarytions of the party represented.
Newson, Withers the precinct organization. W. L.Edward Jappe is chairman of school in Clinton, is white.• • •Clinton Negroes have been playing an active part inAste is vice chairman of the pre-
over ace Riot , cinct committee and
 15 othe r. elections held in the town.
;members An Old Guard, he isC , also chairman of the Shelby Re-
publican Primary Board.
Moses J. Newson, Tri-State De- Other members of the precinct
fender acting managing editor, committee are:
along with Defender photographer,
Ernest Withers left Memphis l Mrs. Edwa
rd 0. Bailey, jr., New
* st •
Monday for Clinton. Tenn.. to coy- Guard; Nor
man Blake. N c w
Up until last week there had not been any racial
er the racial disturbances caused ' Guard: Mrs. Ge
orge Dorman, Old
1 clashes in the town, the spokesman Said.
by the town's only high school Guard; Mrs. Ja
ne Dutscher, New
integrating, for the Tri-State and Guard; W. R. Do
nigany Old Guard;
other Defender publications.
The Newson Withers team was
on hand last year in Mississippi
for first-hand coverage of the Till mayor Backs
murder and later trial. They have
See SELECT, page 2
also been dispatched from the
Memphis office to cover other ra-
cial incidents and civil rights vio-
lations for the Defender papers.
Newson, 1952 Lincoln university
journalism graduate. has been em-
ployed at the Defender since his
graduation. Withers, a former po-
liceman, is a commercial and staff
photographer for the Defender.
The team will remain in Clinton
to bring readers of the Defender
latest developments in the tense
Tennessee situation.
Adlai, Estes
The Stevenson - Kefauver will
have the backing of Mayor Ed-
mund Orgill. The announcement
was made last week after former
Mayor Walter Chandler endorsed
the Democrat ticket.
Meanwhile, the Citizens for Pro-
gress group. which is a splinter
of the Democrats, hadn't com-
mitted itself about endorsing Stev-
enson and Kefauver.
• • •
A spokesman, Herbert Allen, who has been a resident
of the city for 28 years, stated that "we are proud of our
mayor, aldermen, police force and businessmen because
of their fair stand in our behalf last week. They have
justified our confidence in them."
Se.
Other old-timers bemoan the fact that outsiders have
"stirred up the trouble" by winning the ears of a few
adult hypocrites and a large number of irresponsible, ex-
citement-seeking teenagers. They proudly recall that
Clinton had been a "happy place in which to live' until
glib strangers came in and began to preach hate.
• • •
Negro parents who have students hi Clinton High
school had no intention as of last Saturday (this is based
on a poll of one third of the parents) of removing their
children from the newly integrated school.
• • •
Citizens have completed a plan whereby students will
he transported to and from Clinton High daily until ten-
sion eases.
See FACTS, page 2
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See MOB. page 2
officer status in the state Demo-
crat party served as a barrier to
Negroes in participating in t he
strategy conference held here by
Adlai Stevenson and Estes Rein-
ver last week.
According to W. W. Brawley, al-
sistant campaign manager for Mr.
Stevenson, Negroes were not invit-
ed for that reason.
Protest had been filed by F. D.
Nixon. former president of t h 6 segregationist, who was sentenced
Alabama branch of NAACP, to a year by Federal Judge Robert
Invitations were sent "to elee- L. Taylor on a contempt charge.
It was Kasper's activities which
initiated the violence that through
Monday night included the shotgun
Be. TROOPS, page 2
By MOSES NEWSOM 111111
CLINTON, Tenn. — T Is dad
of armed military men, reported
an eventful day unmarred by en.
pleasantrieg. •
They were among the approxi.
mately 266 of 806 enrolled student'
who entered the school after U. S.
Deputy Marshal, Frank Quarles,
of Knoxville read a federal courtKNOXVILLE, Tenn. 
— Lack °I order placing Clinton's entire citi-
zenry under injunction.
A.fter several riotous nights, the
national guard units ordered te
Clinton by Gov. Frank Clement to
restore peace, apparently bad the
situation well under control.
KASPER VIOLATED IT
The injunction read by the mar-
shal was the same as that which
was violated by instigator John
Kasper. Washington, D. C. pro-
live officers, state Democratic
committeemen and committee-
women, governors senators a n d
congressmen, no one else," ac-
cording to Mr. Brawlee.•
• 'S
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TRI-STATE DEFENOra
Sat., Sept. 8, 1956
AN ACCOUNTING CLAsS lis•
' tens attentatively to a prob•
lem before turning to getting
out AD answer. Quarter hours
required tor graduation in the
sarious fields have been in-
creased recently to give stn. tery of English. speliing d n d
dents A more thorough mas• other subjects necessary 1 o r
success when they enter Ups
competitive business world.
DEATH NIPPED the career
of youthful Charles Ball, 22-
year-old Porter Junior
High school physical education
teacher on August 2S, after a
summer-long illness. Funeral
sersices were held Saturday at
St. John Baptist church, Vance
and Orleans. %here he vs as
a member. Co-workers at Por-
ter and friends are shown in
front of the church as the re•
mains are brought out. T h e
popular young teacher (shown
in inset) is survived by his
relatives. Interment was in
New Park censetert‘.
Death Ends Career Of
Youthful Charles Ball
seriously ill during the last two
weeks of his illness.
! He resided at 424 Ayers.
! A jovial, friendly man. Mr. Mrs. Charles Ball sr. He
Ball was u ell-known in athletic, ed his early education at
.Ridge, was taken from a bus in Negro managing editor of the
front of the terminal at Clinton, New York New Amsterdam News,
and just across the street from was covering events in racially.
the Anderson County Courthouse, torn Clinton despite warnings )
and charged with felonious assault against entering the town.
the area, as mobs had clone , and attempted murder. Hicks arrived in Clinton Mon-protest each day last week. Sheriff Glad Woothsard said Cap. day and was warned immediately
When the students were safely shaw as one of three Negro men by Jack Dealy. public information
in the building, armed National, riding in a ear which was mobbed officer for the Tennessee Nation-
led by Ma,;. Gen. Joe' at Oliver Springs Monday night. al Cuard, that he wouldJudge Robert L. Taylor made clear that he "is going Guardsmen,
W. Henry, escorted a U. S. mar- One of the men in the car tired no "special protection."to see that his" integration "order is upheld." He sent-
enced John Kasper to one year in jail for "wilful con-
tempt" in refusing to heed a restraining order which for-
bid Kasper to interfere with the enrollment of the 12 Ne-
gro students at the school.
on tanin ntitinnittituni MI 10111 III II I I111111111111111111111MIIIM11111111111111111in al I II I I I H1111111110
Facts To Remember
(Continued From
C..
Page 1)
• • •
A few Clinton whites organized a chapter of the
White Citizens Council Friday evening after Carter left
town.
• • •
The Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Govern-
ment planned a meeting in Clinton to bring about 'peace
and order" on a basis of segregation.
As of 1930 Clinton had a population of 3.712. Since
the census was taken there has been an increase due to
job opportunities at nearby Oak Ridge, Tenn. Approxi-
mately 100 Negro families reside in the town and vicin-
ity. A large percentage, a spokesman said, own their
horn es.
Troops
(Continued from Page 1)
, wounding of a white man by a
'Negro.
a shot which struck a white manshal to the steps of the school
where he proclaimed that the fed-
eral court order restraining inter-
ference with integration was now
extended to include all residents
of Clinton and Anderson county,To keep the incendiary sparks aglow agitator 
and any person entering the area.Asa 'Ace' Carter came into Clinton from Alabama and Integration was accomplished atdelivered an address lambasting jtahileedS.upreme Court, and
time since the U. S. Supreme Court!
the school — marking the first,
the NAACP, after Kasper was
decision that troops have been
used to help carry out a federal
court order.
All congregating of ci tizens
was banned, as was all speech-
making and use of public address
systems.
Disturbances at Clinton over the
controversial segregation issue• • •
spread Monday to nearby Oliver
Springs. where a mob armed with
shotguns was dispersed by a task
force of 80 National Guardsmen.
And at Dayton, Tenn.. 100 miles
a w a y, two guardsmen on their
way to a drill session were mob-
bed and knifed.
Principal D. J. Brittain of Clin-
ton High, after a roll call, said
only 206 students of the school's
regular enrollment of 806 were in
class.
said many students were;
being kepi home by parents in pro-
test to the admittance of Negroes,
but that others were being kept
out of school by "fear" and "in-
timidation."
The sheriff's office Tuesday
morning confirmed the arrest of
a Negro involved in the Oliver
Springs shooting of a white man.
ATTACKED BY MOB
' Urge Clement
To Seize Funds
The shooting took place in near
-1 NASHVILLE. Tenn. — (INS) —I Funeral services were held Sat- religious, and social circles in . school, Booker T. Washington iligh . by Oliver Springs when about 250 The Tennessee Federation for
, Memphis. He was, in addition to school, and A & I State univer- ,rioting whites stoned a car and Constitutional Government has
Imlay at St. John Baptist church.'
two Negroes jumped out firing ais teaching 3 a Porter. asked Gov. Frank Clement to with-Vance and Orleans, for youthful I . - • sit y.Charles Ball. 22-year-old Phys c l1 'shotgun and pistol. hold state funds from Strife-tornswimmi 
 
 
 Tom , He is survived by his Pa- ' On Tuesday, William Catshaw, 31,Education teacher at Porter Jun- Clinton high school.Lee Swimming Pool Ile took an ents, four sisters: Mrs. Vera Ball of Oak Ridge was arrested in con-Mr High school.
. ' acive interest in al forms ofh Stevenson, Miss Olivia Ball of nection with the shooting.. ,C r in its attempt to stop inte- 
 ,sports, and was particularly known Memphis, Miss Annabelle Ball of i Much praise has been heaped on 
'-----------
William Capshaw. 30, of 0 a khospital. August 28, folio%) ing an gration at the East Tennessee for his fondness for and interest Detroit, Mich.. and Mrs. OlheAdjutant General Joe Henry forillness which bad extended through , 
school, the Federation presentedin small children and young peo- Jackson Woods of Kansas city,Ithe manner in which the national
' • 
•
the. aummer. He became more 
ple. two resolutions to Gov. Clement.Mo.. along with several nieces and ;guard units under his command
' ,The first askedthat he instructnephews. 
On 
quelled outbreaks.
' Mr. Ball was born in Memphis. the state treasurer to withholdI I Monday, General Henry an-Feb. 27. 1934, the son of Mr. and , Interment was in New P a r k • state money from the school onnounced a new set of rules design- ecutive secretary of the NAACP,receiv- ' Cemetery, with T. H. Hayes & ds that it b legallygroun cannot eed to quell night violence. Theywas one of three recipients ofCarnes Sons Mortuary in charge. tn in schools. Thespent oprohibited outdoor assembly, the,awards presented by the Confer-second resolution asked that funususe of public address systems out
for Anderson County be placed in enceon Science, Philosophy and Iof doors, and assembly on t h e Religion at Columbia university's!Court of Plaza Square. a private corporation to be used Teachers college. I
LT. LEE AND NIXON MEET
—Richard Nixon, GOP nomi-
nee for re-election as v ce
president, and Lt. George W.
Lee, veteran 0 I d Guard Re-
publican leader of Memphis
and Shelby county, met during
the GOP cons ention in S a n
Francisco, Calif., when the
Tennessee delegation visited.
Mr. Nixon in his suite at the
Mark Hopkins hotel. The two-
leaders are show n shaking
hands at center. Others pic-
tured include: Chancellor Day-
t o n, of Johnson City, Tenn.;
Lehman Keith, state commit-
teeman, of Nashville: Mrs- W.
K. Moody, co-chairman of
Shelby County Executive com-
mittee; Carroll Oakes, s tat e
senator, and Mrs. Alice Elder,
st te women's Republican
chairman. Lt. Lee was a dele-
gate to the convention.
Mob
(Continued from page 1)
4.‘
01 R.i.dor ortu,
MR. PUT T. RF:1'N01,1),
proprietor of Men hants Liquor
store, Poplar at Decatur is
one of the many merc hants
who has found Old Crow the
leading brand among his cus-
tomers. Mr. Reynolds invites
his many customers to try
Old Crow 90 or 100 proof whisk-
ies.
20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF
1 
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
A
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY OcCARAVA AND A NAR-
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
To receive o copy promptly by trail directly to you, write your
$1.00 made out to: University Place Bookshop, 69 University Place.
'some below and enclose a dollar bill or check of money order for
New York 3, N. Y.
NAME 
............. .....
ADDRESS 
•••
CITY AND STATE 
Dentists
The 600 guardsmen moved in
Saturday night to help out embat-
Rebuffed by the state Supreme
by citizens of that county to op-
erate a school on a segregated
tled local law officials and state basis.
troopers. I Jack Kershaw, vice president of
The only disturbance greeting the Federation, said the resolutions
Negro students yesterday uho en- were adopted without opposition
tered through the front door for during a mass meeting on the
'the first time, were a few jeers. ,Clinton public square last Satur-
There also were a few cheers. I day.
3 ABSENT , At the same time the resolutionsThe n i ne students attending were presented, the Federation is
were: attempting to raise $2,500 to ap-Bobby Lynn Cain. a senior; peal its law suit designed to haltTheresser Casswell, 13, a fresh- integration at Clinton to the U. S.
man: Alvah Jay McSwain, 15, a : Supreme Court. The group had
,freshman: Joe Ann Allen, 14.
j
 a I asked the state court to take ac-junior; Minnie Ann Dickey, a un- lion but their request was reject-ior: Ronald Hayden, a freshman: ' ed by the court which ruled thatRobert Thacker, a junior; Alfred the decision of the Supreme CourtWilliams, a senior; Maurice Roy- had foreclosed the issue.
ston, a freshman.
The three absent students were
Regina Turner. sophomore; Gail
er, New Guard; Rudy Ruyl, for-
merly identified with Hamilton
• (Soh: R. L. Sherrick. New Guard;
Mrs. Tom Turley, New Guard:
Harry Wellford, jr.. New Guard;
and Cleo Weston. New Guard.
(Continued from Page I
known for his ability to meet peo-
ple.
At one time his wife had to!
place a sign on the door that he'
could not accept patients on Stir)."
day because people in the county
\%ho knew him and loved him wait-
ed until then to come and see their
Dr. Jeff."
He is survived by many rela-
tives and friends, prominent
among them are his step-daugh-
ters. Mrs. Pearl Glass, public
health nurse in Chicago, Ills Mrs.
Mildred Cummings, supervisor at
Chicago ‘Velfare hospital, and Mrs.
Georgia Atkins of the Pre-Mature
Baby Department at John Gaston'
hospital, formerly associated with
the Polio Division at Isolation hos-
pital. n o w known as Jefferson
Pavilion.
Select
i (Continued from page I)T. C. Hannum. no faction: Wil-
liam C. Irons. Hamilton Club, Mrs
Lola Lee. Old Guard: IA. George
W. Lee, Old Guard; John Ri c k-1 3StOLE5 DISSILLIND COMPANY. OWIN31010 IteNTUCELY
Ann Epps, a junior, and William
Latham. a freshman.
They all said the teachers and
students were very friendly and
agreed this was probably the best
day at the integrated school.
Parents say they intend to keep
their. children enrolled at t h e
school.
Wilkins Cite
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins, ex-
in the arm.
Capshaw was rushed by auto-
mobile out of Clinton for his own
protection. The sheriff's office said
the two other Negro men a r e
known, and are being sought.
In the meantime, Jimmy Hicks, I
reeme
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Union Avenue
Serving Memphis SO Years
JA. 6-0341
Home Repairs
Refinancing
Making Notes Smaller
dl FLIPPEN REALTY CO.
303 BALTIMORE BLDG
across from Claridge Hotel
CALL—JAckson 3-1577
Nights or Sundays
BRoadway 5-5968
CALL FLIPPEN REALTY
ANYTIME
It's O.K. if it's Advertised on
DIAL
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STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
CRUNCH! SALADS ARE SCRUMPTIOUS any
time of year! They're full of good health for everyone in the
family. And they're full of exciting, tangy flavor', too—when
they're prepared with Sterling Salt. Reason? Sterling's pure,
snow-white "sparks of flavor" dixsolve quickly, completely.
They add extra zest and sparkle to the rich, natural tiavors
of any food! Get Sterling Salt at your grocer's today. Plain or
Iodized. Guaranteeddamp proof, or double your money back.
STE RU NG SALT—in the box with the premium offer on the back
•
•
PRODUCT OF INTERNATIONAL SALT CO . INC.
LI
•
•
•
•
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDOIR
Outsider 'Piped' Out Worst In Town
When a race-hate peddler —
AN OUTSIDER — can move into
a community where satisfactory
racial relations has existed for
years and through un-Christian ex-
hortations and the distribution of
vicious literature, stir a signifi-
cant segment of its residents into
a hooting mob, which aide and
abets the assault of a child, then
that community becomes a sad
travesty of this so-called age of
advance civilization
This is not unusual, by any
stretch of the imagination, in so
far as the Negro is concerned.
Nevertheless, it is deplorable.
Such a sorry spectacle occur-
red last week at Clinton, Tenn.,
where the first public school was ,
integrated in compliance with
the Supreme Court's edict.
Residents of thelong standing in
the community told this writer I
that the incidents at the school;
could not have occurred if John
Kasper, the 26-year-old executive
secretary of the Seaboard, White
citizens Councils, of Washington
had been prevented from launch-
i n g his campaign of agitation.
These spokesmen, among whom
was Mrs. Josephine Allen, ho has
a daughter attending Clinton
High, were shocked by the turn-
about of whites, a number of whom
had been ronsidered broad-mind-
ed oft:lens. Of course, the Clinton
Negroire 'mew that the iclead of in-1
tegration was not accepted by al
of the whites there. But, that is
quite normal.
: It was the way Kasper, a strang-
er, who hails fram Camden, N. J.
was able within a few hours to
bring out the worst in so many
of the white citizens who had been
considered fair and law-abiding
for years, that disappointed and
bewildered the Negroes..
It was something like the sud-
den appearance of a rattlesnake
from a crack in a home, far re-
moved from the habitat of the
reptile.
Typical of the NEW NEGRO in
the South today, the citizens
of color quickly adjusted to the
realism they face d. Through
action they made clear that as
long as there was reasonable pro-
tection for their children the
young people would attend the
school.
Mutual Federal —Sym
t Come September 17, 9 a. m., the
Mutual Federal Savings and Loan
association will hold its grand op-
ening in its'new and Modern home
at 588 Vance. This venture i n
business is another symbol of the
Negro's coming of age in a vital-
ly important field, in this com-
munity. There are many of our
people mere who want to own their
homes. This association will be
able to help them realize their
I Mrs. Allen had commented ear-
lier: "I hope and pray nothing
happens . . . But integration of
the school was the only fair thing
to do. We don't have one of our
own, and we pay city and county
taxes." There's tactful firmness in
that statement.
The intestinal fortitude of the
parents was reflected in their
children who entered the school.
Despite attack and threats, these
youngsters attended daily, as of
last Friday. •
Deserving commendation is
Sheriff Jce K. Owen and his staff
I of four, the three firemen and
I even the dogcatcher of the town.
They upheld the law in giving pro-
tection to the Negro students.
The role played by the federal
government in the situation was
an outstanding one. Tice. through
the cooperation of local citizens
and school officials, Judge Robert
J. Taylor. of Knoxville, silenced
Kasper • by placing him behind
bars. Ile was in jail Friday and
some semblance of peace had re-
turned to the community as a re-
sult of his absence.
Of worthy note is the fact that
after Judge Taylor's decision was
handed down it was given full
support.
The Clinton debacle has appar-
ently made one thing quite evi-
dent: The Negro in the South who
is interested in seeing that his chil-
dren get the best possible educa-
tion can no longer count on many
of those whom he thought to be
suppotrers of moral and legal
rights, once they are exposed to
the inflammatory tirades of hate
peddlers.
lie will have to rely on his own
intelligent action, and those local
and federal law enforcement ag-
encies who will give impartial
protection ao our young people.
1Vithout doubt, the pro-seg group
are going to pull out every stop
to by-pass the law and keep the
shackles on our minority. The law
to them IS WHAT THEY WANT
where the Negro is concerned. This
backwardness does not spring
wholly from the illiterate and
functional illiterate, but is bolster-
ed by some of the best minds and
financed by some of the nation's
fattest pocketbooks.
bol Of More Growth
dream.
The association is strictly a Ne-
gro effort, in so far as man-
agement is concerned. It is de-
positor-owned, in that each per-
son who invests money in it is a
part of the firm. C. C. Sawyer,
well-known local realtor, is presi-
dent of the current board of di-
rectors. These enterprising busi-
nessmen are to be commended on
their vision and initiative•
Showing Just
Next Man?
S. Do you dislike white people
on sight? Yes— No—
• • •
6. Do you consider it "natural"
for persons of different races or
color to dislike each other? Yes—
No— Maybe—
• • •
ucation, recreation, and all of the 7. In watching sports contests,
areas in which Negroes are dis- do you cheer loudest for the Ne-
criminated •gainst? Yes— No— gro members of the team? Yes—
Maybe— No— Sometimes—
•5S • • •
Catholics, Italians, or other mi-
nority groups members? Yes —
No— Sometimes—
S..
10. Do you dislike light-skinned
Negroes because "they try to act
like they're white?" Yes— No—
Sometimes—
• •
11. In public places, do y o u
avoid dark-skinned persons a n d
try to mingle mostly with light-
skinned or white individuals? Yes
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14. In your conversation, de soda
terms as "ofays," "white tras10
"peckerwoods," "b ohunk
"kikes," or • wops" occur? Yes—.
No— Sometimes—
lie
If your score is 20-28, brother
(or sister) your prejudices a r •
really dragging. They need to b•
Are Your Prejudices
As Much (Or More) Than
(A Gorham Enterprises Feature)
Negroes ara prone to feel that
everyone else is prejudiced against
them, but it doesn't take a battery
of psychological tests to show
that much of tee p ejudging be-
gins right at home with Aunt Ha-
gar's children.
' This check list will help you de-
termine whether or not YOUR
prejudices are showing: Give
yourself 2 for each yes answer;
1 for each maybe; and 0 for each
no.
is.
1. Do you feel that all white
people are responsible for wrongs
that Negroes have suffered in
America? Yes— No— Maybe-
2. Do you
uation were
3. Do you believe all white per-
sons are prejudiced toward Ne-
groes? Yes— No—
agree that if the sit- • • •
reversa, that is, if 4. When you fall short of reach- Sometimes—
8. Are you happy when a Negro
boxer beats his white opponent in
the ring — merely because the
winner is a Negro? Yes— No—
• • •
Negroes were in the dominant po-
sition they would be justified in 9. Do you bristle when a "dar-
being discriminatory agai t do you blame it on the fact that ky" joke is told, but laugh withns 
whites in employment, housing, ed- you are a Negro? Yes— No— gusto at a joke about Jews, Irish
— No— Sometimes—
• • •
12. Do you correct your children
when they voice prejudiced atti-
tudes? Yes— No— Sometimes —
• • •
13. Do you prefer colored teach-
ers to white teachers for your
children! Yes— No—
eliminated! If your score is 12-20,
your prejudices are showing, and
you need to take a "hitch" is
them. Score, 4-12, your peejudie-
es might be classified as "nor-
mal" — but they bear watching.
Did you score 0-4? Your prejudir
es aren't showing — at least, not
o here they can be seen!
Players Incorporated To Present
'Charley's Aunt' At LeMoyne
The last event in the Cultural
Activities Series of LeMoyne col-
lege will be presentation of
"Charley's Aunt" by Players In-
corporated, the National Repertory
Company.
Since this group appeared at
LeMoyne in the Spring of 1955 in
"Julius Caesar," the Cultural Ac-
tivities committee has received
many requests for a return engage-
ment. This the Committee ‘N as un-
able to arrange last Spring because
of the heavy advance booking the
'company had made for its South-
eastern tour. The same is true for
next year, but after long negotia-
tion, the Players ha N e agreed to
make a special appearance in
Memphis in 'he Spring after their
tour of the Southwest.
The Players are composed of
former graduate students in the
drama department of Catholic uni-
versity of America, and will be
making their eighth animal tour.
The cast that will appear here
promises to be one of the finest
acting companies the Players have
ever sent out.
LEADING MEMBERS
Heading the company will be
William Callahan, leading man of
the first tour, and first president
of Players Incorporated. He has
played practically all the major
classical roles — Oedipus Rex,
Othello. Macbeth. Claidius in
Hamlet, Doctor Faustus, and oth-
ers. lie is returning to the organi-
zation after a year on Broadway
in "Anastasia."
Paul diGiovanni. who is current-
ly touring with the company in
Europe in "Much Ado About
Northing," and Constance Schnei-
der an alumna of Olney Theatre
where she was highly acclaimed
last Summer in Christopher
Rry's "Ring Around the Moon,"
are two other leading members of
the company. Every member of
the group has had experience on
Broadway, off-Broadway, or in
Summer stock.
The Players are scheduled to ap-
pear at LeMoyne on April 6. Re-
sides being the last event in the
Cultural Activities Series, their
presentation of "Charley's Aunt"
wil lbe the concluding event in the
College's annual Spring Festival.
The program is open to the pub-
lic. Ticket sales and box office
locations stIl be announced after
the beginning of tl.e school year.
Teachers' Suit
'Heard By Court
In St. Louis
The first 'court trial of a suit by
Negro teachers for discrimination
against them by a school board
following pupil desegregation clos-
ed last week in St. Louis in the
C.S. District Court. The decision
in the case is not expected to be
rendered for several months.
The plaintiffs, eight Negro teach-
ers, were not rehired by the school
board of Moberly. Mo., following
classroom desegregation in that
town last year. They are suing to
be reinstrated in their teaching po-
sitions.
During the trial, which lasted for
four days, it was contended by the
defense that although the Negro
teachers were scholastically and
professionally proficient, they were
deficient in 'intangibles.'
The plaintiffs' suit asserts that
the teachers are capable and were
discriminated against. One of the
plaintiffs now is dean of women in
a university.
The teachers' case is being han-
dled by Robert L. Carter, NAACP
assistant special counsel.
Coast-to-Coast motor bus ser-
vice was inaugurated in the U.S.
in 1928.
HATE MONGERS — In Clin-
ton, Tenn., membiers of a mob
protesting integration of Clin-
ton high school, surround
Jack Kershaw (at micro-
phone) as he speaks over
loud speaker system. Ker-
shaw, leader of a pro-segrega-
tion group called the Federa-
tion of Constitutional Gover-
ment, came to Clinton to aid
Dixiecrat Hits
Use Of Troops
I BATON ROUGE, La. — (INS)
— A pro-segregation leader in Lou-
isiana yesterday termed the use
of national guard troops in Clin-
ton, Tenn., as "integration by force
of arms."
W. M. Rainach, president of the
Louisiana Association of ( white)
Citizens Councils, denounced the
government of Tennessee as "scal-
lywags" for calling out the troops
to restore order and warned that
"the whole south will pitch in
and join the fight."
' Rainach, who is also chairman
of the joint legislative committee
on segregation, added:
"It Is outrageous that scallywags
of Tennessee should join federal
carpetbaggers in ramming integra-
tion down the throats of people.
"The people of Tennessee will
have to rise up and throw off their
scallywag government just as
they did after the Civil War."
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Indians Want Food
But Get Bullets
DACCA, East Pakistan —
(INS) — Four persons were
killed yesterday when East
Pakistan police fired on march-
ers in Dacca who were de.
mending food.
Police had banned such de-
monstrations after Monday
dispersing an estimated 5.00
natives who surrounded official
offices in demanding food.
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jailed segregationalist John
Kasper of Washington, D. C.
Kasper has been sentenced to
one year in jail for contempt
of court. He was one of the
leaders of the anti-Negro riots
in Clinton. INP Soundphoto.
Story
Short
Of Giraffe With
Neck On WKNO
Weekend offerings to be seen
over educational channel 10:
Thursday, Sept. 6. 6:00 p.m. The
Strauss "Pizzicato Polka" a n d
"Morgenblatter Waltz" by t h e
Boston Pops Orchestra and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra's pre-
sentation of Debussy's "La 51er"
and "Nocturnes" will be offered on
Serenade by host Howard Hoist,1
Sept. 6, 7:00 p.m.—Tippy t h e
Town Dog is featured on T h e
Sheep's in the Meadow. It is the
story of a terrier that escapes
from his owner and has many
adventures before returning to his
youthful master.
Sept. 6, 7:15 p.m. — "Musical
glasses" is the topic on Friendly
Giant. Rusty plays plumber to
make a musical surprise for the
Giant,
Sept. 8, 7:30 p.m.—"Bird Dog"
on the Finder takes us via filim
to the home of King Buck, a la-
brador retriever, twice winner of
the U. S. Field Trials. His train-
er comes to the studio to give us
pointers on how to train a dog.
Sept. 6, 8:00 p.m.—A Mexican
meal and a siesta by Jack Lowe
is the inspiration for "Mexican
Show" on Two Grand featuring
Arthur Whittemore and Jack
Lowe. They play their theme,
"Guaracha" in its entirety adding
bits to their Mexican costumes as
they progress.
Sept. 6, 8:15 p.M.—"The Little
Match Girl" is presented by the
Paris Ballet troupe on Ballets de
France.
Sept. 6, 8:30 p.m. — American
Wit and Humor featured "T h e
Alarmed Skipper" who finds old
methods of determining a ship's
position won't hold water for an
alert crew. Thomas Mitchell is
host.
Sept. 6, 9:00 pin—On Renaiss-
ance on TV Dr. Frank Baxter dis-
cusses the life and artistic achieve-
ments of Benvenuto Cellini.
Friday, Sept. 7, 6:00 p.m.—On
Serenade Toscanini and the NBC
Symphony Orchestra present Bi-
zet's "Carmen Suite," Donizetti's
"Don Pasquali: Overture" and
Verdi's "Force of Destiny: Over-
ture."
Sept. 7, 7:00 p.m.—Children's
Corner followers will hear Josie
Carey tell the story of Josephine.
the Giraffe. It's about a giraffe
with a short neck!
Sept. 7. 7:30 p.m.—Westward Ho!
continues with the story of Capt.
John Smith, founder of the colony
of Virginia.
Sept. 7, 7:43 p.m.—"Range
Safety and Missile Guiidance" is
the topic on Frontier to Space.
Three types of guidance systems
are: Command, Beam Riding and
Homing.
Sept. 7, 8:00 p.m — Opera for
You brings thirty minutes of mus-
ic from the opera, Fra Diavlo by
Daniel Auber.
September 7, 8:30 p. m.—March
of Medicine presents "Arterial
Graft"—a rare heart operation. re-
placing diseased artery section us-
ing new anesthesia technique. This
series is brought to you by the
Memphis and Shelby County Medi-
cal Society in cooperation with
Smith, Kline and French Labora-
tories.
Sept. 7. 9:00 p.m.—"Western Ap-
proaches" is the dramatic film of-
fered by British Infcrmation Serv-
ice on Foreign Fields.
Makes Plea For
Tenn. Rioters
CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) — A I
brother of two mountain men jail-
ed in a roundup of 15 amid racial
disorders in Tennessee pleaded for
their freedom yesterday.
But he was turned down by Maj.
Gen. Joe W. Henry, commanding
National Guardsmen who are en-
forcing order in the Clinton area
where uprisings have continued
over allowing Negro children to
attend the previously all . white
school.
Among the 15 men seized for
"threatened °reach of the peace"
in nearby Oliver Springs a r e
Woody Joe Duncan, 27, and a
brother, Howell Duncan, 31.
Another brother, Cal Duncan,
promised Gen. Henry he would put
his brothers "to work" at an Oli-
ver Springs trucking firm run by
the eight Duncan brothers and
"keep 'em out of trouble."
Gen. Henry declared:
VISIT THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED
AND OPERATED GARMENT FACTORY
CHOIR
ROBES
PULPIT
ACADEMIC
GOWNS
STOLES
SUITS
O'COATS
SKIRTS
TROUSERS
Bodden & Company Tailors, Inc.
582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee
CALL US FOR PREF DEMONSTRATION — BUDGET TERMS
JA. 7-5425 — JA. 5-9508
"We're not going to release
these boys, just to have to go
down there (Oliver Springs) again
tonight a n d have to take guns
away from them again."
The Guard general referred to
a fracas Monday night in Oliver
Springs when the troopers seized
the 15 men after a crowd defied
an order to disperse.
Gen. Henry told Duncan:
DR. E. F. N. THARPE
Dr. Thorpe
Honored In
Liberia
Dr. E. Frank N. Tharpe, a "son
of Memphis" currently serving as
principal and director of educa-
tion of Jewell Academy, N a s h-
ville, has been awarded the Doc-
tor of humanities degree by Mon-
rovia college, Monrovia, Liberia,
%Vest Africa.
' The honor came to Dr. Tharpe
through the offices of Bishop E.
C. Hatcher, former %Vest African
prelate for the African Methodist
Episcopal church, under whose
leadership the college was for the
past three years.
Bishop Hatcher, who was also
presiding head of the AME's 13th
Tennessee - Kentucky Episcopal
District, has been transferred to
Ohio.
Ile honored Dr. Tharpe's "high
leadership in the field of educa-
tion in Nashville, Tenn., and the
nation."
LEGION HONOR
This signal recognition came to
Dr. Tharpe only two or t hre•
months after the Tennessee De-
partment (11th District) of the
American Legion through I t
Nashville II. A. Cameron Post 6,
had named him "Man of the Year
in Education for 1955." In this
role Dr. Tharpe was acclaimed far
and wide and the legion prssented
him a certificate of merit and
possibly the largest and most
handsome loving cup ever receiv-
ed by a similar honoree.
Dr. Tharpe is the son of Mrs.
Carrie E. Tharpe and brother of
Miss Frances E. Tharpe, of 1034
Alaska, a popular teacher at Ma-
nassas High school.
He attended LeMoyne college,
holds two other honorary degrees,
two earned degrees (B. S. and
M. S.) from Tennessee State uni-
versity, and he has done consid-
erable work toward his Doctor of
Philosophy degree at Columbia
university.
"The next time we come into
Oliver Springs we won't stand
around and beg with you for one
and a half hours. We'll bring back
a lot more than 15 of you.
"You tell the people back at
Oliver Springs to start acting
peaceably."
Duncan said to the general he
doubted "if I'm much of a mes-
senger boy."
Gen. Henry retorted he had bet-
ter "start learning to be more co-
operative wit h the authorities
here," adding it might help his
brothers out.
The 15 men are held in a city
jail which has four cells with two
bunks per cell.
Training Confab Held
By Memphis District
The first training conference of
the Memphis District of the Metho-
dist church for the New Quadren-
nium was held at Alamo, Tenn.,
Sat., Aug. 25. An impressive vi•orrn
ship service was led by Rev. J. A.
Rodgers and Rev. B. S. Pegues.
Dr. II. H. Jones. dist. soot., pre-
sided and was most effective as he
entered into a detailed discussion
on the emphasis for the next four
years. He said "We shall avoid
finding satisfaction in what we
have done; Our common goal is a
local church awakened to adven-
Milo's Ready
For Drive-In
Liquor Trade
Another first has come to Mem-
phis and the Mid-South, Milo's Su-
per Drive-in Liquor store at 569
Poplar at High at., just two doors'
east of aid location.
Milo's started as one of the
smallest stores in town on July 5,
1939 when whiskey WAS first legal-
ized, but today Milo's is one of
the leading establishments of its
kind in the Mid-South. Milo's is
known for its first quality, ser-
vices and prices which have been
the outstanding factors in its' rap-
id growth.
Milo's realizes a substantial pa-
tronage from the Negro populace
of the city which is highly appre-
ciated and he is going all out to
give "topnotch" values to every
man that enters his doors.
Watch for the grand opening and
come out and bring your friends,
there will be a parade of souven-
irs to be given away. There is
plenty of free parking space with
entrance both front and back.
This air conditioned spacious
building is one of the finest of
its kind in the Mid-South with
long beautiful counters that can
easily be removed in the future
to make way for sell-service if
necessary, ma
Watch this paper for grand
opening.
turious Christians."
Discussion leaders were: Rev. D.
M. C.risham, conference treas.,
Rev. L. P. M. Robinson, conference
chairman of evangelism; S. Ft.
Brown, conference layleader; Atty.
R. B. J. Campbell, chairman of
conference commission on world
service; Dr. J. C. Johnson, exe-
cutive secretary of the conference
board of education; 0. J. Summer.
hill, district layleader; Mrs. Myr-
tle Horton, special field worker for
the general board of education oI
the Methodist church.
Discussion topics were: World
Service — Reserve Pension — Ev•
angelisni — Finance and Steward-
ship — Lay activities — Education
and a report from the Seminar for
Certified Instructors held at Mt.
Sequoyah in Fayetteville, Ark.
Al! churches of the district were
well represented in big numbers.
Leaders who paricipated in t h •
program felt that it furthered the
growth of Christian fellowship
among the leaders of the district.
The local church entertained
with a delicious dinner. Rev. J.
A. Rodgers is pastor.
Tents Sent
,To Homeless
In San Juan
By JIM BURNS
Tents for housing approximately
3,500 people left homeless by Hur-
ricane Betsy were shipped from
the Army's Memphis General Dr
pot last week bound for San Juan,
Puerto Rico, Colonel Ottmar F.
Kotick, commanding officer said.
There are 175 general purpose
tents each capable of housing 20
people which were sent to the Red
Cross and left by transport truck
tonight for New Orleans. The 9.50
000 lb. shipment of tents and corn.
ponent parts including poles and
Pins will be loaded on the steam.
ship "Pennant," which left New
Orleans for San Juan, Wednesday'
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Cite Brewery In ,
NEW YORK — The brewing in-
Stevenson Hails Supreme  ,Safety Campaign
dustry's nation-wide safety drive,
begun in 1948 to reduce lost-time •
onaccident frequency within it aranks, has been given a substan-
ST. JUDE BAPIls,T Revival will continue at 
7 p.m..! tial assist by the Monarch Brew-
Sunday will mark the beginning !Rev. C. 
W. Prince of Texas is con. ing co . Chicago, Ill., the United •
of Youth For Christ Week at the ducting it. States Brewers Foundation said
St. Jude Baptist church. A roster  here last week. 1 
DETROIT — Democratic nominee Adlai E. Steven- in so 
many areas that were for.
riety of supplementary . op Leaders that chalked up a perfect record of Sion for giving "new emphasis to a traditional American •
l merly segregated."
Chicago, a newsman asked 1St::of outstanding 
speakers and a va- , Monarch is one of 14 breweries . 
son Monday hailed the Supreme Court integration deci- Later, as he was departing f
entertain-
ment comprise the Youth F o r
Christ Week's calendar. Of much 
zero frequency for the first half
of 1956, the Foundation said, 
a ptrhiencliapnled':,, and repeated that the decision is the "law of enson if he we
re President w oukt
 he order federal intervention in
see Birthday Party planned for! Reassure In a major Labor Day speech -Oh, no,'' he replied, ''the gov.interest will be the Miss Tennes- the Tennessee racial disturbances?
' are sixty seconds in it,
61 have only a minute, but there created is slowly getting beyond
lege & Seminary, Hernando, Miss.) the ‘erv thing for which life was
(President Baptist Industrial Col- now it is later than we think, now
I our reach. The enthusiasm that 
Monday. The week will culminate!
with the annual Young People's
Day observation, next S u n d a s C
Mrs. Niable Purnell is sponsor of andidates from a figure of 17 at the end crowd:
time) injury frequency to 15 or less
per million man-hours worked, enson told a predominantly labor preme Court's 
decision can be
in Detroit's Cadillac Square, Stev- 
chief executive to do all in his
power to create the climate of
understanding in ii hich the Su-
idequate means for preserving
was told that violence
in the
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE selves crying out. "Oh, if 
I only ' I contributing factor in reducin
g the !
agreed Louise Beavers real estat had my life to live over!!" 
But industry's overall disabling (lost- and local authorities have
I must give account If I lose it, ing through life almost 
aimless
' I didn't want it. I didn't choose 'once held us in its grip has 
now
' it, !left us and we find ourselves walk- 
Jude'
William H. Davis will conduct Southern political leaders t o 1 d
KNOXVILLE, Tenn — (LNS)— 
of 1955. 
made effective everywhere. as it,
Clinton area and he said he de-
orTdehrefh' he
seemed to be
adding that "%ioienre
young people's activities at St. 
1 "It is the responsibility of the has already been made effe
cti‘e
increasing
' eternity in it." .
' I have only a minute, but there's and goal-less.
The older one gets the more im- but oh how much is wrapped up
life at its best Is but a minute The 
morning worship will follow
the Sunday school at 9•15 a.m.
immediately at 11 a.m. Officiat- 
Democratic presidential nominee
the Democrats will again carry
Adlai E. Stevenson last week that Robert Cole's pa Ino;"edh anywhere that,iS..tiehve n sbGansic  saids intolerable."protection against
ing for the service will be t h e unemployment must be to maks
portant that minute becomes. 1 in that minute! The old Hebrew 
the South in November.
assistant pastor, Rev. A. H.'
Baptist Training Union corn-  
in Knoxville and then toured Nor- 
Will Is FoundCharles. Combined choirs of the Stevenson was wildly acclaimed'Some years ago while a student ipoet of old cried out 'for a thous- our economy stronger in all :tsIn college I heard Dr. H o w a r d and years in Thy sight are but by a huge crowd on his arrival parts and to make even morechurch will render music.Thurman gi\ e one of the greatest as yesterday.' A thousand years stable the consumer purchasing
addresses I have e‘er heard cen- becomes a passing thing in the ris Dam
, the Roosevelt New Deal power upon which full employment
mences at 6:30 p.m.
tered around this little couplet. sight of God as compared to all The youths of the church will 
Tennessee Valley Authority, and BY JIM FOREE
place little stress on the impor- a swift moment passing by what servation of Youth For Christ Later the Democratic candidate ! 
CHICAGO, Ill.—(Special i 
nmeouwsnt depend,Aclin‘ei 1ri 
erights 
an
he said, • 1•1)
lance on the minute. But time lever we are going to do we must Week at 8 p.m. plunged into a political strategy , S
peculation on whether or not the late Robert A. Cole America in which every inan,
and time again I hear people ex- hurry up. Looking at life realisti- The public is cordially invit. conference with southern Demo- woman 
and child enjoys equally
claim how fast the minutes go cally what ever our years they ed with the St. Jude Baptist con-1 cratic chieftains. 
wrote a new will in 1953 came to a dramatic end last week
and without regard to race or re-
by, I remember when I longed pass by so swiftly unless we are gregation. 1 GETS PROMISES 
when the document was filed in Chicago Probate court.
to enter my 'teens.' I had certain up and doing life will have been
things I wanted to do. But it was far-spent and many of us will just Rev. W.
 H. Mosby is the pastor. Stevenson received assurances 
The will. dated Jan. 15, 1953, names as trustees of the
not long before those precious be getting started. °filmes many NEW TYLER AME 
from Democratic leaders of Vir-
Cole estate the widow. Mrs. Mary 
'teens' had passed and I had not ' of us are just too slow getting New Tyler AME 
Cole, Theodore R. Hawes, secre-
's membership ginia, Florida and Tennessee, three 
The trust estate Is composed of
moved much further toward my ' started and while we are adjust- will hold its Fourth Quarterly Con- 
, tary of the Metropolitan Funeral the funeral parlors, the building
of the southern states which sup- housing the funeral establishment, ing apparel and household 
effects,
them. Then I looked forward to hold life has passed on and left messages by the Rev. P. W. De- 
1952. that their states will vote 
B. Toles,
parlors, Inc., and Atty. Edward
goals than I was before I entered -ing ourselves to life lo and be- ference, Sunday. Two insPiring I 
Ported President Eisenhower MI
spot- Democratic this year. 
The three-year-old document was garage, the  
the business of the Metropolitan including household 
furnishings
the day when I would be twenty- us standing. Sometimes many of Eyes, Presiding Elder, will 
Wilding housing the and all jewelry wherever located,
one and I would be my own man. us wake up only to find that light it. The sermons will be de- These included: 
I found in a safety vault at the garage, a country home in Casso- go to Mrs. 
Cole.
Then quietly and unknowingly that our group, our class, our_ society 'livered at 11 a.m., and 7:30 p.m., Harris Stewart, Virginia state 
First National bank. The box was polis, Mich., and a building in 2, That the trustees pay from
twenty-first birthday stole upon i has passed on and left us stand- respectively. The senior choir and senator and farmer: "Virginia will 
opened after a contempt petition Chicago Heights.
was filed in Probate court against The trust is to continue until the 
the net income of the trust es-
ing where we were twenty or thir- choir No. 2 will furnish the music. turn the 80,000 minus vote of widow
' tate, beginning one year from the
me and I found myself in the Mrs. C I
same boat with those people I had tY years ago. Life for many of Sunday school at 9:30 a.m., will 1952 into 100,000 plus for the 
ole and her attorneys. daughter, Roberta Cole, now 16. date of his death, to the - 
criticized so furiously. So on and us finds us still living in the 'good be under the supervision of Prof. i Democrats this year." 
PLEADED ILLNESS is 30 years old, or in case of her whateve
r sum they deem "fit
i 
on life goes we make our dreams, : Florida Sen. Spessard • b
Mrs. Cole, who previously had death, until the son, Robert A. and prop
er for the proper sup-
old days' when new days demand- I Isiah Goodrich jr., and Mrs. Alma I
build our air-castles only to wake ing "Florida can be brought hack into 
port and education of my two chit-
people have come on I Bowen. 
Collins:• been appointed to the temporary Cole jr.. is 35.
the scene. Yet at the outset we had ', The ACE League gets under way ! 
position of administratrix. twice TO BE DIVIDED 
dren. Robert A. Cole. jr., and my
up one day and find that they the Democratic column this year." daughter,
 Roberta Cole."
, only a minute but whatever we 'at 5:30 p.m. Miss J. Flowers will 
had been ordered to open the vault Upon expiration of the trust, the !
just can't be achieved.
were going to do we h'ad to work direct it. 
but had pleaded illness for her estate is to be divided equally to • 3. That the trustees shall pay
But unfortunately minutes take :% 
FORMER GOVERNOR ,
. Hawes and Toles had contended 
the widow, the son and the daugh- , from the trust estate, "beginning
on added importance many times 
within the framework of that min- Reports from the stewards and Former Gov, Jim McCord 
of failure to appear.
, immediately upon my degth, the
only after it is too late. A boy • • since Cole's death on July 27 that 
ter.
ute. That minute having passed auxiliaries will be made- at 8 Tennessee: "I believe the Demo
leaves us with nothing to work. 
Besides naming the above trus-Isum of 5250 per week for the en-
Rev, time left becomes desper- 
p.m. cratic party is going to march to a 1953 will did exist; however, tees. the 1953 will includes the fol- tire period of this trust to my
. H. W. Henning is the pas-, a great victory. We need to ex- prior to Tuesday's disclosure, only lowing provisions: wife. . ." (Provision was made
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST 
a pose the record of Eisenhower de' That the property at 915 Hyde for the temporary termination ofThe infamous Washington mono- 
tor. an unsigned copy of a will datedplaying time eft becomes desper-  •
ent was started in 1848 but it 
ceit in his support of special in- Park blvd., Cole-it personal wear- this payment.)
ate. Sometimes in his desperation - 1947 had been found.It will be a regular day for St. terests and big business, especial-
clock and sees only a minute of
he will hit upon the right answer ! '
but for the most part he comes was not dedicated until 1885
to the conclusion that it is too
late. I have hiard life being com-
pared to a game on many occa-
sions. Oftimes as many of us start
off in life we play around and mis-
appropriate a lot of time then all
of a sudden we wake up and
realize that it is later than ue
think. We dreamed, we planned.
and we talked hut while we were
sitting around planning and talk-
ing time is silently passing on.
Then one day we wake up and see
after life's strength, physical abil-
ity, and mental alertness have all
passed we then start to rationaliz-
ing saying if I had my life to
live over again I would do this
and that but it is too late now.
We have now come to the place ,
where we have lost our influence'
and all the things that we Could
have contributed to a better world.
Not only is it true that as individ-
Stephen Baptist church. Sunday, ly the Dixon-Yates agreement." ,
Dr. F. L. Stephen. the superin-
tendent. will open service w it hi 
These assurances of solid sup-!
port for Stevenson and his run-
' conduction of Sunday school at! ni
1
: ng mate, Tennessee Sen. Estes
9:15 a.m. Kefauver, were voiced in their con-
The Rev. Joe Wilson. jr., will ference with Democratic leaders
preside during the morning wor- of 10 states.
ship at 11 a.m. Choirs of the 
, church will provide the music. Other state par
ty leader pledges
At 6:30 p.m.. the Baptist Train- of support included:
ing Union commences. Evening 1 Gov. Marvin Griffin of 
Georgia:
1 service will be held at 8 p.m.! -Georgia will go Democrati
c by
pas- an even greater margin than in
tor of St. Stephen Baptist church. 1952."
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST ; Alabama state Democratic chair-
Young People's Day slated for! man Ray Ma
yhall: "Alabama will
October 28 has aroused much in. go Democratic two to o
ne in this ,
terest at Mt. 5Ioriah B a p t is t I campaign*"
church. Advanced planning in an-, Gov. James Coleman of Missis•
ticipation of a superb day is be-1 siPPi: "The Democrats will car-
ing made. Mrs. R. W. Norswor-117 Mississippi by 150,000 or more.
thy is chairman and Santi Ghol- Sen. Bob Humphreys of Ken-
ston is co-chairman. . tucky: 'Don't worry about Ken-
For Sunday, Mt. Moriah's seen-. tucky, we'll take care of that." I
i , da is regular. P. J. Nelson will South Carolina State Chairman'
uals it is getting rather late fut ...., Neville Bennett: "Even mill own-be in charge of the Sunday school!
as groups and nations our time .‘t 
PHONSO WIL. LIA3IS.. son 
°I; at 9:30 a.m. ers are coming around this year
is running out. Whereas many of' . .Mr. and
 Mrs. Frank Pringle AI
US have had time to do many Gaine
svi . .Ile Fla. returned recent- 'R. W. Norsworthy, will tie heard tY-..
.k sermon by the pastor. Rev, in support of the Democratic par-
good deeds and make worthy  I -Y.I from 
Japan. ss ere. e w ah h -as at 11 a.m. The Baptist Training Edgar A. Brown, South Carolina ,con-
tributions to causes we have satis- ! clerk-typist in the adjutant gen. Union will be held at 6:30 p.m. Democratic national committee-.
fied ourselves to do only the mini- eral's section of Army 
headquart- The evening service will be held , man: "The 'I Like Ike' business
mum and as the result we find ers. A graduate of Xavie
r univer- at 7:30. I is over in South Carolina."
ourselves looking back over life -`-Y•il New Orleans. Williams 
plans ST. JAMES AME HODGES PROMISE
thinking what could have b e e n to reenter the university for the The North Memphis Union chor- Gov. Luther Hodges of North
done. Now with the 'snows of fall semester for graduate work. us will present the gospel in songs, Carolina: "We are by nature hero
many winters' gathering upon our ! He holds teaching certificates for Sunday. at the St. James AME worshippers 4nd paid off Eisen-
heads. our steps getting shorter. ' the states of Louisiana and Flori• church. The program, which he- hower in 1952. The cruelest thing
our vision getting blurred, a n d da in the field of science education. -,zins at 3 p m., is being spon- of the 1952 campaign was Eisen-
our hearing becoming not near a, Williams is a :;2nd degree Free and ored by Auxiliary No. 5. Mrs. C. hower's promise to go to Korea.
keen as it once was we find our- Accepted Mason, V. Burrow is president.
William Jackson will conduct 
It will be diflerent this year."
Stevenson, confident he has the
the Sunday school at-9:13 a.m.
The pastor. Rev. 11. NI. Nelson. 
entire South solidly tucked away
ROBERT A. COLE
ligion the freedoms of conscience,
belief, expression and opportunity,
The Suprme Court decision on the
desegregation of the public schools
. . . is the law of the land. And,
as I have repeatedly said, it is
the responsibility of the chief es.
ecutive to do all in his power to
create the climate of understand-
ing in which the Supreme Court's
decision can he made effective
everywhere."
"WISH COME TRUE " Everybody
wants at. Why not get yours?
"WISH COME TRUE" Perfume
might build up your spirits to
help get the things you wont most
Generous bottle — $10 value for
only $3. We pay postage and
totes. LIMITED OFFER at th
price. Send month and day of you
birth and your wish. We will rush
bottle of your special fragrance
No C. 0. D's. AMERICANA, 303
East 25th St., New York 10 NY.
ENGAGEMENT BR F- AKE AST
honors Miss Victoria Benjamin
and her prospectise groom.
%mute Armattoe, both of the
';old Coast, West Africa. Miss
Celli.' Ill in is completing her
.rnior year ia dress design at
the lit Institute of ( hit
She resides at the Cross Roads
Student Center. 5621 Black-
stone, where the breakfast
os held. 1rmattoe is an an
'mucky st ',dent at Illinois
ht,.tititte iif Teeh•
fender stall photo,
in the Democratic column in No-
will deliver a sermon at 31 a.m.
Choir No. 2 will sing. 
vember. zeroed in on the big vote
The ACE League will be held at 
midwest states later in the week.
The Democratic presidentialp.m.
candidate held his fifth regional
party strategy conlerence in four
The Belgian Congo is the world's days in Chicago when he met
principal producers of diamonds' wit Democratic leaders from It
which are used for industrial poi- linoisi Indiana, Michigan, Nlis-
nocs. souri and Ohio,
chooses
"Riviera" Slacks
by Asher
Ernie Banks. sensattonal
young star of the
chirago Cubs demands perfee?
At and get• it with every
pair of Asher Slacks.
That's because the
Asher Company. New Engl..
largest manufacturer of men'
slacks, styles and tailors the
-Fir into every pair they
make. Ernie's choke? The
diwinctively pleated "Riviera",
s favorite with sports-minded
men everywhere who enjoy the
eiseuel way of life
LANSKY BROS. MEN SHOP
YES, WITH QUALITY STRIPS
•FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES PAID
•CHURCH tp- CLUB PLAN- -
WRITE FOR DETAILS
• PREMIUMS ARE FINER
FOR LESS STAMPS. • •
\cst SHIPPED BY MAIL
YOU ANYWHERE.
JANA C. PORTER
lies Madame.
The children are hack in the
school routine. 'adjustment',
have been in the family's at
lit ities and meals.
To you falls the tasks to have
tempting, hot nourishing sup-
pers at evening-time to replace
the energy used on play grounds
and football practice fields.
Jack Sprat is over anxious to
supply these energy pick ups
and to help you keep lip with
the times. Try this 'ow (nst
menu before the fresh peach
season ends. Veal Stew with
Jack Sprat Dumplings, Buttered
Beets. Carrot and Cabhage salad
and fresh peach cobbler.
VEAL STEW WITH J1Cli
PRAT DUMPLINGS:
2'2 lbs. veal shoulder (tut in
inch pieces)
cup onion
'a has leaf
1 teaspoon salt
Water to cover
un(t'iolotk vealender. 
i 
Remote 
e mc oovteer elm(' eleafssel
for Jack Sprat dumplings: Sift
2 cups of Jack Sprat flour, I
teaspoon salt and teaspoon,
baking powder together. Blend
in 1 tablespoon shortening. Add
I (tip milk and mix lightly with
a fork. Hate the stew boiling
as you drop the dumplings b‘
rtheemsoploinognficilovoenri.t. Cover •.t. once
and cook for 13 minutes without
Such delicious low cost meal
By, for now. 
•
Jana Porte ,.
11
1
1
126 On Famous Beale Street
The Shop that sets the pace IR styles for men • stet"
Phone JA, 5-5401
It BY NOT let Big Star Food Stores help you develop your talent
These boys and girls presented an excellent program over power
ful station WDIA on a recent Saturday morning chow. Rig Star
Food Stores are happy to give talented boys and girls a chance
to develop their talents. Genial A. C: Williams is master of 'ere
monies First row left to right. Niikireel nalelift. Gloria Edwards,
and Kenneth Porter Second row left to right. Rennie Jenkins;
Joseph lackcon. Robert Hall, James Craigen, Louis Hines. Ben'
jamin Nelson and Benjamin Carroll. If you would like to make
an appearance on a future RI? Star Show, just contact WPM an'
time and ask. for an audition try-out.
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1,500 Attend Beauty Confab In Detroit'  527e!tlE456
OK Resolution
On Civil Rights
DETROIT — More than 1,500 del- Mrs. Juanita David Jacob Gayle,
agates, alternates and visiting 011ie Sneed. Sarsh Keep Chavez,
beauticians and cosmetologists met! June Dozeer, Mrs. Mary White-
recently in Detroit for the 37th! hurst, Maude Gadsen, Patricia Up-
annual convention of the National/ shaw, Mrs. L. Pressley and Mrs.
Beauty Culturists League. Minnie D. Hurley.
Among significant resolutions PENNSYLVANIA
adopted was a strong civil rights Mrs. Miriam Hooard, M r s.
plank, increased aid for small bus- Ruth John Ferguson, Helen Lit- !
messes and an amendment to the! tlejohn, Helen Willis Retter Jones,'
Educational Bill to include expand-1 Mrs. Cleolis Richardson, Mrs. Ar-
ad benefits for the teaching of ianna Preston, Mrs Vivian Hill,
cosmetology in colleges and uni- Mrs. Marjorie Whitfield. Mrs. Ma-
-
v ersities. rie Smith, Mrs. Lucille Hooks, Mrs.
Mrs. Cordelia Greene Johnson, Anna B. Curtis, Jesse Laws. Mrs.
Jersey City, N. J., national pres. Serena B. Patterson Mrs. Willa
ident, reported that beauticians Porter, Edthe Smith, Sadie Cash.
would continue to fight for aid for! Viola Green and Mrs. Thelma
low income families. Dickerson.
The convention heard leading IOWA
cosmetic industry speakers discuss Mrs. Sadie Jules. Ruth M. Cole.
improved techniques and n e w Mildred Duke, Jay Lawrence. Pau-
products among them were Rob- line B. Humphrey. Louise Phillips.
art Hoffman, N. Y., vice presidentl Alice Martine, Mrs Johnett
of Revlon, Inc.. and Marcus Grif- Cross.
at
fith, Washington. D C., president
I 
MINNESOTA
of The Beauty Queen Co. nn M. Higgins. Mrs. Cath-t
HONOR PRESIDENT erine White and Yvonne Junes.
NEW JERSEYThe delegates honored Mrs. Mrs. Willie M. Ford, Beatrice.Johnson's 18th year as president.
Toran, Ni.liena Hamilton, Jennie
Pilgrim, Evelyn Hall, Mine. C. G.
Johnson, Claude A. Woodard, Bet-
Judge Chas. Jones Detroit City
Court, and Thomas Kavanagh,
Attss Gen. for Mich., were prin-
tha Logan. C. Jenning. Elsie Day.eipal speakers.
MorierCarrington. Mattie Wiggins,Among the gifts to Mute. John- Ellen Moss, Odell Rivers. Laurason was a hat made with 37 one-
Ross, Willie M. Williams, Aldollar bills, which represented the Rose, Algine Ray, Cara& More.
age of the Convention. The hat' Ann Davis, Evelyn Bolds. Lucillewas made and presented by Car- Suffern, &het Rivers and Jonarerie L. Taylor of Baton Rouge. I.a.
Purnell.Mrs. Bessie M. Freeman. Wash-
CONNECTICUT Beloit. Wis , are here visiting re_ no, Ill. spent two weeks with Mrs
was presented a diamond ring as .
ington, D. C.. national treasurer.
an award for distributing the high- . , , .ARKANSAS
Aloen Jacsson. DANVILLE
The trusiecs held a meeting at %in of this t it,) recently•
parents. Mr. and Mrs. noddle Er- service spiritually and it WaS a STAgl"111 I E
moderator. Everyone enSoyed the
proving..
Chapel 
sietka ;ties,: aretiieir i erne--
I Rey. Brown and Mrs. Ozzie We
Rev. Tensley. Rey. Coleman'
li la tTishl.sseatouln 
the s c
Irene Walker. recently.
ant number of tickets for the Star-
light Fantasy contest, an annual . . ., -,phia Hendrix, Zepherene Wesson, Pres0lm•
Williams, Mrs. ldell Steele, Zel-ITuesdav night.. Torrence Henry Day at Trim Vine Baptist church. pate&
Mrs. Alice Jones Mrs. Lucy Ithe lrinits Slialualist church last Sunday was re,..ailar Pastor Ia churchesn 0 ..11 the cities partici-
siiccess financially. The Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor and , prisol,
By FANNIE MOORE
viva! last Sunday. Pleasant Grove 
laiasitiis toinad•raey.dinner guests in tb
biome of Mrs. Elizabeth Jenningdance sponsored by NBCL. Mrs. Wlllette Finney, Mrs. Cora Miss Pamela Henry. a member mon
the baptism ((Ahmed the sor- stuttlity. August 19 was chit• 
emhitshIrseanualereB‘a•irsnietisngantdhet%ir parents,
also closed a very successlid re-
in Windsor, Canada: a prom for strong.
Other events included a banquet Brooks, Mrs. Henrietta Arm- of the N. Y. F. attended Camp 1 Mrs. Katie L. Ladd has return- 
dren's Day at Bethel AME church. Stevenson. 
Mrs. Sallie
is visiting his brother, Booker W'students So the National Institute ILLINOIS After spending her vacation in
Algers Gate al Little Rock. 
.Ark.! ed home after visiting her (laugh- 
the junior. church was in charge Tenolia Collier left last Thurs- :oval last v,ect,.
. in : • • • •
att and family.
ROSCO Wyatt of St. Louis. Mo
the sick list. we are happy to nit' Collins, sponsor. and program
chairman, Eddie M. Kolon, Miss
home visiting Isis family a n ins,ton, D. t . is visiting her par-
in Chicago for t d , . /, ../ /
Raymon Cooper. who has been /
he past year was Miss Alice R. Singleton of NVash-
d Chi- I
Ohio
Parker and friend in Fremon
of Cosmetology, where Helen Sa- Georgia Brown. Louise 1 f i I 1, Kansas and Kentucky. Mrs. Inez 
ter in Cleveland. Ohio. 
of all the services. Those partici- day for an extensive visit
By It. W. VARNADO Mr. and Mrs. Willard Parker ar
Edna Williams. Ida M. Cooper.Dlarris returned to her home here. 
Louis, Cleveland, Ohio an !(•Avrtiv
coy of New Orleans was selected Mrs Wanda Henderson was on p. II. Russell, pastor, Mrs. Ben- 
cago.
pating on the program were Rev.
visiting his brother and J. ‘i"Miss Institute of 1956
Representatives from seven
states attending the meeting in-
cluded.
Vienna DeNeal, Cora Hayes, Mrs.She was accompanied by 51r. and
Marie Blount, Mrs. Johnnie Ful- Mrs. Prentice Henry 
of 
Wichita,
 know that she is iinproving.
ler. Mrs. Tone Reed. Ernestine 
The Miller High school hand
Flores. Anita P. McAdams. airs. 
Kans.
George Love of Hot Springs. who . swill 
meet on Mondays at the school
at o a. rn. They are asking for
NEW YORK Burnice Garrison. Mrs. Fleieia , has been stayIng here with Mr., new menibers.Mrs. (Airy .1 ( y re-Mrs. Charlotte Bob. B. M. Ford, Wells, Annie B. Busk, Myrtle Al- r an
turned 1 Hot Springs last Wed- Mrs. Lithe Wright is planningMrs. Bertha L. Perkins, Mrs. Eth- len. Helen Teer, Risbiat Randolph,
nesdav night. He -was' accompan- on returniros home fur a visit soonal Allison, L. Williams Margret° Dorothy Thomas, Carrie Perry,'ied by Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Gil- Mrs. Alice Coleman is hack atLewis, Miss Sarah Bradley. Mrs. Annette Christopher, Freddie 51. key and Roy Gilkey. home, and is doing fine.Connie Easley, Mrs. Addie Cald-, Coleman. Georgia NC Brown, Lee • • •Mr. and IStrs. Luther Williams
well, Mrs. Sarah Smith, Ophelia' Annie Boone, Viola Jones and Mrs.
Blair. Mrs. Florence Elderbee, Mabel Rainey.
visited in 'Dardenelle and Russel- 
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
and family and Mrs. Juanita Scott
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY (Deans list at Kentucky State col-
By CORTLAND RHEA Ilege at Frankfort, Ky.
Mrs. Cussie Blalock. 81. died Hubert Harold Sellers, of 909 N.
August 23rd. after being in deciin- Boone at . died Aug. 22nd at 1:20
ing health for some time. The final a. in. He ass 35 years old. The
rites were held from the residence, final rites scene held at St.
405 Wilson ave., with Elder S. Kin-
ney officiating, assisted by other
Indic iduals. The deceased was a
member of Thankful Baptist
church. She is survived by 4 sons,
Messrs. John. Coy. Samuel Bla-
lock of this city and Mrs. James
Blalock, of Medina. Ohio, one
daughter. Mrs. Helen Wilson, of
Miami, Fla. and one sister Mrs.
Melvina Fain, of Meadow View,
Va., and a host of other relatives.
Interment occurred in West Lawn
cemetery, with J. D. Led-
ford, funeral director. in charge.
Mr. Inc C. Jones has returned
from Rome, and Atlanta. Ga.,
where he visited relatives. Dr. M.
I. Claiborne from Nashville, Tenn.,
is visiting his mother, Mrs. J. N.
Claiborne, and family here.
Mrs. G. Evans. from Chi-
cago, is visiting her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Wilson e,r. an usband. Mr. and Mrs.
The daughter revival at TIT& Vine Baptist Sunday in our city visiting Mr.here. Warren A. Sheffey.is the former Miss Nola B. Bew-! church last week. The services Ridgell's parents, Rev. and Mrs.Baptismal Service was conduct-
ley The • will be lea •• f • ! were well attended. .1. P. Ridgell.ad at Thankful Baptist church
on the night of August 26. by the
pastor, Rev. J. F. Birchette. jr.
The sermon was delivered by Rev.
W. P. Wagner. The regular month-
ly Fellowship Service of the Min-
isters Alliance was held at Mt.
Olive Baptist church on the night
of August 19. The sermon was
delivered by Rev. W. W. Bowden.
Rev. J. B. Gaines, and choir, of
Shiloh Baptist church of Kings
port, Tenn., conducted the service
at Thankful Baptist church on the
afternoon of Aug 19.
Rey, W. W. Bowden has con-
ducted a series of meetings in Lan-
caster, S. C.
Mrs. Mary Shanklin. from San
Francisco, Cal., is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ethel Clark and
family.
Mrs.Louvenis E. Johnson de -
parted this life Aug. 16th after an
illness of 7 years. 3 months. Her
funeral was held Aug. 20, 2 p. m.,
at Mt. Hope Holiness church,
en W. Ilth ave. Rev. E. L. Riley of
Bristol, Va., officiated. Survivors:
3 daughters. Mrs. Pauline An-
derson, of Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs.
Helen Patterson, Johnson C it y.
Tenn., Mrs. Geraldine Harris of
Flint, Mich., 2 sons, Mr. Cornel-
ius Johnson, Johnson City, Tenn.,
Mr. Leslie Johnson, Cleveland
Ohio. 1 step-son, 2 step-daughteri,
10 grand children, 11 great grand- Mrs. Jefferson Phillip is visit-
children, and a host of other rela- ing in Ohio for a few days.
Mrs. Ruth Stevens is on the
sick list. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
Mrs. Ruth Stevens is on t h
Margaret Dalton of Middlesboro, sick list. We wish her a speedy I
Mississippi
ISOLA Caggins. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bar-
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Jones had r nett. Mr. and Mrs. Naughton Beav-
as their house guest over the week crs. Mr. and Mrs. F. Thomas.
end, Mrs. King and her son from Mr. and Mrs C. Weems. Mr. aed
Lexington. Miss. Mrs. David Jefferson, Mrs. H.
Ferrell, Mrs. E. Jasper, Mrs. I.Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Joiner had
as their house guest rucently. his iClayton, ?ars. Clotiel Gray, Mrs
cousin and children. B. Beverly, Mrs. Josephine How
ard and daughter, Mrs. M. RobMr. and Mrs. A. B. James and
Isaac James worshipped at the
Clark, Mrs. Lillie B. Marshal
inson and daughter, Mrs. Marie
/Pilgrim Rest M. B. Church last
ISunday. Rev. R. J. Joiner is the of Chicago, Mr. P Randle, Mr
lpastor. Joseph Taylor, Miss Yvonnne
Jefferson. Otis Ruth Ferrell, oMr. and Mrs. Richard Blunt had
of Chicago, all enjoyed a wondertheir children visiting them last
week .. time by attending.
Tomie Smith was badly shot. He
.had his foot amputated.
ISTARKVILLE
By MRS. FANNIE 5100RE
Tennessee
BEAUTICIANS ABROAD —A
study tour which includes ses-
eral European capitols is the
object of these members of the
National Culturists league. The
Sallie Campbell, Raymond t olen, ents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bell
Alice Fay Brol. A( is Sue Colen. friends for a week.
By GEORGIA McVEIGH
1
Emma J. Russell, Miss Bessie H.
and family. Mr. James A. Har- 1 The Coopers and their daughter
Bob Hardy is visiting his son , m Cooper.ad   a
The Kindergarten School of S
flying trip to St. Louis, 
IJACKSON
Lambert. Jehertha Met os an He ' . , .
Paul CME church opened at 8 a. I
en Lois Colen, the speaker. A d in 
(incinnati, Ohio. .
-YMrs./ W. C. Prucitt, wife of the ; Mo. They were the house guests of
Monday, August 27, 1956, for th
wonderful time was enjoyed by
The Kindergarten wi
all attending. 
Starkville Dist.. is at home after 
Ohio 
aisndtheMhr
spending 10 weeks in Indiana um- Mrs. Selena Horne of Cleveland,
rs. Patrick
guest of i nhieorn p. a r - be
ell interze
ration from ft a. m. t
Mrs. Henrietta Thomas and son
m, Mondays through Frand 
son-in-law, Albert Allison of were on the Greenwood Dist. and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie P. Ni- 3:30 p.
versity. The Prueitts formerly
days. Parents are invited to et
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Baglw of 
home after spending a brief visit James Fisher has left for Los 1 Witherspoon, and Nettie L o u 
are visiting their parents.
.'chols.
iof Detroit, Mich., were the house
der the direction of a capable staf
ville last Thursday night. 
py hours here visiting relatives , miss,
Supt. there and lived in Winona, . .
Le Johnson 
Sioux City, Iowa, spent Dome hap-
Willie Bennett, and Mrs. Percy i
roll their children 3-5 years of agef 
 Oh'
in Little Rock. 
and friends. I Misses Joan Hickman, Polly
school 'children is carried on u/
James Daniel spent the weeir
, Mrs. John Davis has returned 
Cleveland,
and social training for pro
!A balanced program of physics
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Vented() / mental
Dardenelle, visited the home of 
in Kansas City, 111o.. with her Angeles, Calif., to join his brother Hickman are spending their vas/
George Watts.
brother and his wife, Mr and Mrs. and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Fish- cation in Kansas City, Mo., 
along
ues f
For further information contatwith them is Miss Marette Gip
-,g ts o their parents, Mr. and
'Mrs C M Va
Mrs. Ida B. Miller of Yazoo City Mrs. Lovie Cartwright, 363 Bernnight. Mrs. Bagby remained for Mrs. Mary Nealy spent last Sun- 
er who are residing there.
st., Telephone 7-1884 or Mrs. Irmo
son, of the Josey Creek Commun-i • • . . rnado recently.
lis the house guest of Mr. and
Mrs. S. E. Moore last Saturday
a longer visit. (lay in Banks, Ark., with relatives licity chairman of Bethel AMT. •
Mrs. Mattie M. Burnett is pub-
Rock, held services at the Ness The Senior choir of Bethel A. 
church. Rev. P. E. Russel is the home after spending the summer
Miss Gwendolyn Morris Is back
Mrs. Sylvester Hill. Mrs. Miller is Robinson, sr.. 322 Middleton atThe Rev. E. A. Arnold of Little and friends. Telephone 7-5378.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin .1. Foun- Ship of Zion play in Fordyce. Ark , 
pastor.
Sir. Ross Daniel of Las Vegas 
vacation in St. Louis, visiting her Mr. IllIl a aunt.
usual program Sunday night at
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sanders, The Young Adults of GreatsZeal .Baptist church last Sunday. M. E. church presented the old
Paul ANDS Zion church, Johnson tam and child, Edwin, jr., spent a at the St. JoNn AME church. 
grandmother, Mrs. Holaway.
rice, Robin Lyn and Don Paul of
their four children. Frankie, Mau- Bethlehem AME presented an us
Los Angeles, Calif., wcre the P' in. It promises to he one loCity. Tenn. ,. with Rev. S. N. ifew days vacationing here with ReV. A. L. 'Lillie is pastor. The
remembered. Outstanding talesrecent house guests of Mr, andiRogers officiating. He is survived /his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E J. plasr was well attended.
lers, a daughter, Queen Henrict-
IMaude Scott, and Mrs. Myrtle
tives, and friends She was laid to
rest in West Lawn Cemetery,
Dockery Undertakers in charge.
William W. Dalton. son oh Mrs.
by a widow. Mrs. Gladys E. Sel- Fountain. , Members present at the 0 Id
Mr and Mrs. .lames E. Henry Fashioned Carden club meeting
ha Sellers, step daughter, Mrs. of Kentucky are vacationing here held in the home of your column-
Howard Carson, of Cleveland, Ohio / with his parents, Mr. ,and Mrs. ist and husband. Mr. and Mrs.
and mother and father. Mr. and T. V. Henry. Hurley Burnett were as follows:
Mrs. Judge Sellers, of Ashford. N. ; Mrs. Inez Harris and Miss Hat- Mrs. Benne Collins, president:
C., three sisters. Mrs. Helen Col- / tie Henry visited in Darclenelle last mrs. Quincy .1ames and Mrs. Ex-
lin, of Los Angeles. Cal., Mrs. Thursday. it' Gullege, Mrs. E. Greggs, Mrs.
• • • 
'Neal, Mrs. Earlee Tinner and your
Douglass of Marion, N. C., five WEST HELENA
brothers, Charles Sellers., of Sum- 
hostess, Mrs. Maine M. Burnett.
By SADIE E. BLAKELY Many activities were enjoyed and
mit, N. J., Johnnie Sellers of this The last rites of Mrs. Lula refreshments were served.
city, Jim Sellers, Forest City, Wright were well attended. She Sir,. Katie BroWn has returnedN. C. George and Earnest Sellers leaves to mourn her passing one home after spending a v.aca' day afternoon. Miss Susie Morman from Mi-of West Virginia. Funeral was I
August 6. Interment occurred in 
daughter. two sons, four neices, (ion in New' York City visiting
West Lawn Cemetery. J. D. Led- 
two nephews, four grand children, her tarsier and niece, Mrs. .laila
six great grand children, two great Lewis and Miss Ruth Martin offord, Tdneral director in charge. grand children and a host of other that city.Mr. and 'Mrs. Robert E. Bewley I • , d f ' dare being visited by their daugh- Rev. J. R. Reynolds ran a weeks
• Mr. and Mrs. James Ridge]] and
family of Camden. Ark., spent last
011 the students (presumingly)
home in Washington, D.C., in the I Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Smith of The 73rd session of the South are anxious to return to resume
very near future. Eldorado, Ark., were visiting her East District Baptist Association !their studies.
. • •
NEWBERN
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Nickerson I
and children, Lou Ellen Waymon
of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs. 011ie Bul-
lard of Ridgely, Tenn., were guest
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Ellis last Saturday afternoon.
Rosco Ws-att of St. Louis, Mo.,
;Booker Wyatt and Jesse Ellis vis-
ited Mr. and Mr. James Lomax .in
!Ridge's:, Tenn.. last Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. Lillie B. Sneed of Toledo,
,Ohio and Mrs. Young Pirtle of
'Woodville. Ohio were recent visi-
tors with friends and relatives in
NevAsern and Dyersburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ellis, Mrs.
Doris Pierce and children were
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Adam Wilson in Charleston
last Sunday.
Mrs. Ella Wilson, Ben Hill, Alon-
zo Bankhead and daughter, Verna
Rose, all of Charleston. Mo., were
recent dinner guest of Mr. and
/ Mrs. Jesse Ellis.
Mrs. Maggie Sinclare is visiting
her daughter for a few days in
Nashville, Tenn.
s . •
TIPTON
By MRS. C. HILL
Ky., and nephew of Mr. and Mrs. recovery.
Robert Harrington, sr., of Johnson Ed Calhoun is doing much better
city, Tenn., has made a sufficient- at this writing. He is walking
I,y hist' scholastic average for the 'around again.
group, which sailed aboard the
S. S. New York alter their
31111 annual convention, in De.
troll, Mich, includes (seated)
mesdames Elnors Hicks. Va:
( oredelia Greem• Johnson, N.
J.. president sit the League.
and Kit tie WhicIshani, La., vice
president. standing left to
right: leola Harding, Mo.:- Ver-
sie Bailey, N e b.: Florence
Malone, Mo.; Mary Collier.
Calif.. and Ruby Shannon, Mo.
Arkansas
aini, Fla., and Mrs. Mary Mor-
man front Miami, were visitors
of their sister, Mrs. Ann Caldwell
and friends last week.
Rev. and Mrs. Pattern, the pas-
• 
• PONTOTOC•
Mar 
• 
y Hamilton, Ronnie B. Stoei•convened at the Mt. Zion 
Baptist( M•
revival recently. A successful ser- Barbara 
•
Woods, Art ha Woodchurch on Beaver st. on 
Angus Mississippi
 vice was reported and his grand father.
East Baptist Church closed its .
2:3. The Iles. J. F. Milton is the I
, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Roberson of N. Delia Pale and son of Cs
host pastor and Dr. C. B. Knox,
is spending some time with his s• • •
wife and family, Mrs. Jeanette •PELAHATCHIE
Juniel and c101dren, Linday and! By MRS. GENEVA KING
Mary in the home of his parents,/
Mrs. Cleveland Johnson and wasMr. and Mrs. Iferbert Clark and / MISS )(the Mae King 
i here
from New Orleans, La. to visit s — .
s
motner, Mrs. Agnes C .•out-oox Mouten 
presented, and a nomber
f-town guests were presets
in the home 6f Mrs. Juniers aunt her parents. Mr. and Mrs: C M. Varnado The Rev. F. D. Coleman, sr.,
and uncle, Mr, and Mrs. Harley Mr. and Mrs. Mary Ella have returned from Washington, pastor and Mrs. Jeffey Hearnto
:DC..Burnett. hams are here from Wisconsin to where they attended the In- is supervisor.
Miss Daisy :Mathis, daughter of visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bertha Graves of this eitsternational Conference of Grand •
the late Mr. and Mrs. James Dixie McCallister. Chapters of 0. E. S. and P. H. A. was called to the bedside of hi
iSug) Mathis is visiting her sister 1Villie McCallister is here to • • • daughter in Chicago who is et
and brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. visit his parents. Mr. and Mrs. HOLLY SPRINGS peeling to undergo an operatio
'Ben Johnson of Newark. N. J. Dixie SicCallister. Willie resides Sgt. Ilarris and family of Waco, very soon. We shall pray for he
Mrs. Milt Jenkins, wife of Mr. in Detroit. Texas visited his parents in La- rapid recovery.
Ben Jenkins of Chattahoochee. vis- • • •
.mar, Miss., last week. The revival S. N. Bond, one of our colors
ited her mother. Mrs. Alberta COLDWATER that was carried on at Providence city postmen, was added to th.
Banks/ and relatives last Thurs- By .EUNICE CALDWELL last week was a great success. Committee on Social Welfare her
Mrs. Ella Storey, Mrs. Edd Dean in the city. He is the only No
and Mr. T. L. Storey and family of gro on that board. We congratulat
Chicago visited the city last week. Mr. Lond for this choice privileg,
Mrs. Bessie Jones is visiting to serve the best interest of need
her sister in California. people of all races may this ag
Mrs. C.allie Fisher of Chicago pointment also to foster bettor
is matron over Mrs Jones' resiL race relations, Mr. William Dui. 
, ham, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Goldes
deMneiscO Lessye Lee Davis, Home
!
1 Mrs. Minnie Patterson, Mr
Demonstration agent met with the Nichols and Mrs. Lonnie Bledso
4-H Club council last Saturday. I are still on the sick list.
Mrs. C. White of Penola Corm- Isaext Sunday is church-wide-Via
ty worshipped at Anderson Chap- tation 
Day. 
Let each 
member 
:member
el last Sunday. Mrs. White is in the 
home f  m
Take a bulletine from your churei.
ident of the Second District Asso-
hJeanes supervisor of Penola Coun-
'
e has not visited in a long time
ty and Mrs. White is also the pres-
and speak a good word concero
ing the progress that is beim
made with our building prograi
elation, 
S. T. Nero visited his 
daughter in Ashland last Sunday. saetveBrearleadnayCshwuritchh.his
people ad
Rust college will open on Septem- Allen Smith of Gary, Ind-Tel
ber 11. M. College for the fresh- here last week after spendin
men also on September 11.
s. St. Louis. Mo, was a vitt
the 
hheapruv
 
blic 
harvesting
school sowbrill ncelxotserfroir./! af rnssdt.
:Annette Poole of 913 Bay
day.
' The Boy Seoul Troop 58 render- itor over the week end in the homi
ed a fine program at the public toNbifreh. Bearinadui ncle, .Mr 
Mrs. James Long. of $11/
jerfneinstlInitil)1, isa nalr schools last F:Stda..y evening.
S. Liberty at., of this city.ORO; y. 0 NMAR
S. MATTIE MOORE Mrs. Dorsie Mae Sydney return
ed home last week from Chicago
Mrs. Ruby M. Gunn and daugh- Ill., where she visited an uncle an4
ter front South Bend, Ind.. and. other relatives and friends.
Miss Barbara Craddock spent, Sirs.je
vacation 
 
Freeman of heTrt
two weeks with their parents, Mr. ledo, Ohio, spent 
a 
 
her
Mrs. Henrietta Wilson has re-
turned front Philadelphia, Pa.. af-
ter an extended visit with her
daughter and grand son.
Prof. and Mrs. B. F. Green.
and , Miss Lillie Mae Blanks. the tor of Liberty MB church were
popular school mann, is prepar- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aton-
ing for the back-to-school program. zo Caldwell last Sunday.
The revival of Second Baptist
church was a great success. Rev.
Gaston, pastor.
NEWBERN
Bruster Sties of Detroit, Mich. I By ARCH.% WOODS
was in the city for a few nays Lt. Nora J. Gray of New born
; last week. Mr. Stiles Is a former slopped to spend a few hours will
I resident of Starkville. her parents. Prof. and Mrs. C. C
Joe Louis Lately. returned home Gray arriving front Japan on th
last week after spending his sum- the 16th of August. She will bliter sacation in New York stationed at Ft. McCellan, Ala.
visiting his aunt. Mr. Lovely is a Mr. and Mrs. Joe Clyde Flo*
sophomore in Rust college. Aaron ers from Chicago Heights. IllJones, a senior in Jackson col- were here visiting his sister. Mra
lege also returned home from his Cracie Scott and Hattie B Greer
vacation in Chicago visiting his ; recently.
sisters.
of Memphis, Tenn. and little son front Toledo. Ohio, cc here the,
Maggie Flake have returned hum
i Mrs. Ludie Graham and MrsMr. and Mrs. Marvin Pearson
mother, Mrs. Mary A, Pearson. 
I
were the week end guests of his spent two weeks visiting thei
children and grand children.Walter Donald Pearson, recently ! A birthday dinner was given idischarged from the U. S. Army 
,. the home of Mrs. Alice Harris iis also home tor the present. : honor of Miss Charline Hamill°,• • • I Those sriding the dinner wee
PI.ANS FOR the forthcoming
Chicago Urban league mem
bership drive are discussed by
sa Cave Evans and Mrs. Erma
Hall. Mrs. Jordan and Mrs.
Hall are chairmen of the cant-
paign which is expected to re
( roil at least 5,000 new mem•
hers for the Urban League.
$
• • •
and Mrs. George Luster in Oko-
lona. Miss.
Joe James of Okolona, Miss.,
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frad
Bryant of 529 S. Liberty st.
A program and tea was given s
went to Detroit and spent a month Bethel AME church last Sunda
with his son and he has now re- evening. The affair was sponsor,
hy Mrs. Clara Burns and °thentGu Jr th d. rpohooR 
They reported more than 980. Tb
An t.
on gave a surprise affair was very enjoyable.
wbiirfteh.d aNyirspaNritayryinAlhs to(i)ino r atoftbehirs The 15 annual Women's Ds
was held at the First Baptit
church. Sunday, August 24home A   o n  August
wonderful 
  t i7m.
e was enjoyed Rev. W. C. Terry, minister. Th
by all attending. guest speaker for the day was Mn
A chicken dinner was served A. McEwen, A. B., M. A., of 9
to the following guests, recently: John M. B. church. Memphi
Rev. and MrS. F. McSlhaney, Rev. Tenn. The speaker was introduce
and Mrs. C. Hendricks, Mr, and by Mrs. W. G. Terry. The them
Miss Evans is administrative Sirs. James H. Lockett. Mr. and for the day was •'Women Witnen.
assistant to the league. (De. Mrs. George Lyon. Mr. and Mrs. ing For Christian A New WonI
fender photo by Lyles.) :H. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Jack,Community."
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
young lady, 34 years of age,
ft. 2 inches tall and weigh 130
pounds. I am considered nice look-
ing and have two daughters 3 and
years of age. I would like to
correspond with a nice man, who
will fill his place in my heart
and help to raise my two daugh-
ters. I will answer all letters and
exchange photos. If not sincere
please do not write. Edna Dunklin,
2961 S. Dearborn, Apt. 701, Chi-
cago, Ill,
• •
DEAR MME. CHANT!: After
reading your column I have de-
cided to send in my name to be
put in your column. I like to read
and go to concerts and stage plays.
I would be interested in people
who are between the ages of 33-
38. I will answer all letters and
exchange photos as well. Elaine
Piers. 5511-1st ave. Rosemount,
Montreal 36, Quebec.
S's
DEAR MME. CHAT! I am
interested in pen pals from all
over, male and female. I am plan-
fling on leaving the mid west soon
and would like to hear from peo-
ple in other parts of the coun-
try. This will help me make up
a decision of where I would like
to make my new home. I like
music, art, travel and many oth-
er interesting projects. I am 21
years of age and I will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
John Groves, 2321 Indianapolis
avs., Indianapolis, Ind.
• • •
DEAR MME CHANT Et I am a
Very lonely lady in the hospital
and would like to hear from male
pen pals, between the ages of 23
to 38 I am dark brown skin,
weigh 110 pounds, and 4 ft. 3 inch-.
as tall. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Lenora Wil-
liams, B 123, Alexander, Ark.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE t I would
Ilk, to las placed on your pen pal
tilt. My hobbies are cycling, read-
ing and dancing. My profession is
fiat Of a Stenographer. I am 34
pears of age and my religion is Ca-
tholic I prefer someone in the age
bracket of 38-41, I will answer all
letter' and exchange photos. Ivy
McKenzie, 37 Fourth St., Green-
wich Town, P. 0. Whitfield Town,
St, Andrews, Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
• WAR MME. CHArrEt Ihare
read your column and I would like
to correspond with male and fe-
male pen pals, who enjoy church
and sports. My complexion is med-
ium brown and I will give a bet-
ter description of myself in my
letters to pen pals. I will an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. Miss Rosie Pearl Brown, RR3
B 269 A., Swainsboro, Ga.
* 5 •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am in-
terested in corresponding with a
nice Christian, serious minded gen-
tleman between the ages of 44 and
50 who wants the finer things out
of life. I am a Christian wom-
an, 44 years of age and enjoy the
quieter things life has to offer
and do not enjoy night clubs or
night life. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Miss Willie
Rea, 701 W. Fourth Ave., Peoria,
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
Interested in corresponding with
pen pals who want the better
things life has to offer. I am 3
ft. 10 inches tall, weigh 195 pounds
and have a steady position with a
good education. I do not drink or
gamble and easy to get along with.
I will answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Andrew Meteo, 1334
Race st., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
'is
DEAR MME. CHANTED I am
writing in nopes that you can
help me. I am interested in find-
ing a young lady, who is interest-
ed in marriage. I am 31 years of
age; medium brown skin, 5 ft. 7',2
inches tall and weigh 170 pounds.
I would like to correspond with a
young lady between the ages of
25 and ?5 years of age, please
send photo in first letter and
will do the same I want something
in the future, and need someone to
work beside me. Earl C. Wells,
47571 B. 73, Petros, Tenn.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
been told of your column by one
of my friends and desire pen pals.
I am a single young man, 6 ft.,
tall, brown hair and green eyes.
I am interested in correspond-
ing with female pen pals from
all over. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Earl Liesch,
514s Main St., Kansas City, 6, Mo.
• * *
a sincere and very lonely man. If
not sincere please do not write.
will answer all letters. Samuel
R. Qualls, 8372 E. 25th St., Los
Angeles 11, Calif.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE t I have
been a constant reader of your
column and am now writing in
hopes you can help me, as you
have so many others. I have found
heart break among the male sex,
twice. My second husband left me
with many problems and children
to care for. I am Making one
more appeal for a man who wants
the better things out of life and
someone who will appreciate a
good clean wife. I am 39 years
of age, 5 ft. 411 inches tall, 135
pounds and easy to get along with.
I am of the Baptist faith and
would like to hear from a good
clean Christian man. Please do
not write if your attentions are
not sincere ?nd honorable. Geor-
gia Williams, 233 .Kinnard ave.,
Dayton, Ohio.
• s •
DEAR MME, CHANTED I am
a lonely man 29 years of age and
am interested in corresponding
with young ladies of Marriage-
able age, who would like to share
love and happiness. Those inter-
ested, please write. I will answer
all letters if sincere. I have a
good job and will answer all let-
ters received. Charles C. Welborn,
1124 E. 46th st., Chicago 15, Ill.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
seeking happiness through your
column, the happiness that my
sister found through one of her
pen pals. I am 5 ft. 8 inches tall,
weigh 169 pounds and have a
good job. I would like to hear
from young ladies between the
ages of 18 to 26 who are interest-
ed in marriage. I am 24 years of
age. I will answer all letters. 11.
Thomas, 342ts E. 61st St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
How 'Willie'
Cheated 'Valley
Of No Return'
By LLOYD L. GENERAL
Call him Willie Morris.
That's not his name, but it will do for this story, a
long fight against long odd a, a heartening story of a
convict who "found himself" and decided that he could
maks a contribution to society.
Fourten years ago Willie Mor- hardened criminals in the prison
ris stood before a judge in a Chi- at Joliet, to which he had been
cago court and heard himself transferred.
sentenced to two lifetime terms
in the penitentiary plus twenty
years.
He stood accused of being an
accessory to murder, of having
accepted money taken in a hold-
up in which the victim was killed.
Willie was one of four persons
convicted in the crime. Of the
others, one was sentenced to 199
years in prison, another received
a life sentence, and the other was
assessed the same
Willie.
BORN IN
sentence as
BROOKLYN
Willie Morris was born in Brook-
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I read lyn, an only child. When he was
fyour column weekly and I do hope our years old his parents moved
to Chicago, where Willie was grad-you can help me as you have
uated from high school in 1940.others. I am desirous of finding
His troubles dates perhaps froma woman, who will make me a
the day he found himself out ingood wde. Between the ages of
the world. He was cocksure and25 and 30 and not over 5 ft. 5 in
confident, believing that he couldheight nor over 125 pounds in imake it n a world where oppor-weight. I am 36 years of age, 3 tunities abounded.ft. 71/2 inches tall and weigh 155 iBut, t was not so easy. Itspounds with a medium brown corn- sought jobs only to find that hisplexion. I have a good job and race was a barrier.
So, like many Youths. Willie be-
gan to "hang out" with a crowd.
It was not the best crowd, but it
was companionship.
"I did not have enough experi-
ence to know that it was a bad
environment. I felt that I had
finally arrived," Willie said.
HOLDUP SERIES
He did arrive, but not in the
way he had dreamed. One day a
group of his new-found pals pulled
a series of holdups. In one of them
a man was shot and killed.
Willie was not present when the
crimes took place, but later his
"friends" shared part of the loot
with him.
It was this that led him to stand
before a judge and hear the des-
pairing sentence of two lifetimesin prison, plus 20 years.
lie was 22 years old the day ha
entered the Illinois state prison
at Statesville. Behind nim lay his
past, barren and void; before him
lay the future, a lifetime in con-
finement.
Small wonder that Willie lost
all hope. He says now:
"I felt doomed. I felt that I
would never get out."
He did get out, but it took a
long time-13 years—and a lot of
trouble.
NO HOPE
Most of the trouble was caused
by Willie himself. Devoid of all
hope of ever being free again, he
felt that he could do no wrong.
He fell in with the worse crimin-
als and made himself as unpleas-
ant as possible.
During his first 10 years in pris-
on, Willie spent at least one yearin "darkness," a dungeon reserved
for incorrigible prisoners. Two
years were added to an already
impossible sentence.
He joined members of the in-
famous Touhy gang in an eight-
day hunger strike. He refused to
accept prison discipline and be-
came known as one of the most
For 10 years Willie did every-
thing possible to advance his
chances of spending the rest of
his life in prison.
Then something happened. Wil-
lie is not sure himself of what it
was or when it started. Maybe it
was the death of his mother or
maybe it was loneliness, In all his
stay in prison the only visitors
were his parents and his girl
friend—who visited him once, to
see -how he looked" in prison.
Whatever happened to him made
a new man out of Willie. He had
spent 10 years at the hardest job
in the penitentiary—shoveling coal
summer and winter.
In three years, Willie underwent
a complete change. He became a
model prisoner, read books, begin
to hope once again of living a free
and useful life.
Willie's break came after he had
spent 13 years in prison. Warden
Joseph E. Ragen, in conversation
with guard captains , found out,
about Willie's change in attitude
and behavior.
One day Ragen sent for Willie.
This was the first time they had
talked except when Willie had been
brought before him for discipline.
The warden, who had spent his
life dealing with desperate men,
was astonished at the change in
Willie.
"Willie, it's hard to believe what
7 have heard, but the evidence
speaks for itself, ''Ragen said.
He expressed his willingness to
"help any man who helps himself"
and promised to recommend Wil-
lie to parole board.
SEEMS FIT
Ragen started the machinery of
the parole system working by writ-
ing a letter to Safety Director
Joseph Bibb, stating that Willie
Morris seemed fit to return to so-
ciety.
A short time later, Willie appear-
ed before the parole board to begin
the process which ultimately led
to his freedom.
It was not exactly as simple as
that, because although the board
granted him a parole in February
1955, he was destined to spend two
more months in prison.
One of the conditions of a parole
is that the parolee have a spon-
sor, someone to guarantee him a
job. Willie's family was gone and
there was no one to speak up for
him.
Several social agencies did their
best in his behalf. but it is diffi-
cult to find an employer who will
accept an ex-convict.
SECOND HERO
This is where the second hero
enters. We will call him Edward
Thomas.
Edward Thomas is the owner
of a printing establishment on
Chicago's Southside. -One of the
principal activities of his life has
been helping people who are in
trouble.
The months after Willie Morris
was granted a parole, Thomas at-
tended a meeting in the Loop. Aft-
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NIGERIAN VISITORS — Je-
rome Morgan (seated) presi-
dent of Midway Television In-
stitute, Chicago, explains TV
ehasis to Frayser T. Lane
(right) of the Chicago Ur-
ban League, and friends. Lane
escorted Olugini A. Fagbenro
Benyioku and his Nigerian
countrymen on a tour of the
television school. Benyloku is
a Nigerian chieftain a n d
holds the position of minister of
labor in his country.
er the meeting he fell into con-
versation with a lawyer who told
him the plight of Willie — who was
techincally free but could not be
released until someone promised
him a job.
Thomas recalls:
"I listened to the story. then
walked to the window and gazed
out over the lake. Finally, I said
to myself, 'That's somebody's son
in there'.".
Less than 24 hours later, Willie
was free. The process usually takes
10 to 15 days, but Thomas, once
he made up his mind, cut red tape
right and left.
The best part of Willie's story
began to take shape the next day
when he met Thomas in the little
print shop on Halsted street.
20 EMPLOYES
Already Thomas had told the 20
employees in his establishment
about the new employee — that he
was an ex-convict and that he was
a Negro.
Shy and afraid after 13 years
Imprisonment, but determined to
make good, Willie went to work.
He was the only Negro in the shop,
but the pep talk the employees
received before his arrival served
its purpose. He was accepted from
the start.
And as the months rolled by
W'illie earned that acceptance. He
was industrious, courteous, and
friendly.
Perhaps the best measure of
how well he was accepted came
on the first Christmas of his free-
dom. At the annual Christmas par-
ty in the shop, everyone received
at least one gift. Willie was the
only person to receive a gift from
all the rest of the employees.
Thomas has taken Willie into
his home in an all-white neighbor-
of congratulations. He said:
"As a former convict who has
served under your administrations.
I promise never to let you down."
Willie has kept that promise.
He still has about a year of proba-
tion to finish, then he will be once
again a full member of society.
He is not too worried about proba-
tion restrictions.
"I have an aim, a goal and I
realize that all this is a part of
achieving it," he said.
Willie was a little bewildered at
the changes that had taken place
during his period of confinement.
When he took his first ride in a
hood on numerous occasions, so car after 13 years, he got out and
much in fact that he has almost fervently thanked the driver: for
become part of the family, the ride.
FULLY ACCEPTED His benefactor plans to send
He has been accepted in the him to school in the fall, will help
neighborhood where the shop is him buy a new car and is super-
located; he is respected and trust- %Using his savings.
ed by merchants. His employer As for Thomas, he feels no spec-
entrusts him with large sums of ial tribute is due him. He says all
money, and he is left alone in the the credit belongs to Willie — a
shop each night. feltow who came back from the
Last year when state and local depths of despair to fight against
officials gave a testimonial ban- circumstances.
quet for Warden Ragen, Willie was From all indications, he is wag-
the only ex-convict to send a letter ing a winning battle.
Air Force Employee
Leads His Own Choir
WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB,
Ohio — His own choir and an
excellent one, in the opinion of
those who have heard it is direct-
ed by Robert L. Alexander, of Wil-
berforce, Ohio, who is a civilian
Air Force employe.
Of course 14 of the 16 choir
members are Air Force employes.
They come from Dayton Air Force
depot. Even the other two are
somewhat in the Air Force family
one being Alexanders wife and
the other his barber.
Organized in 1954 by Alexander
and known as the Robert L. Al-
exander choir, it is composed of
people who just like to sing. It
began when Alexander discussed
the possibilities with a friend, who
in turn talked to another musical
friend. Soon a number of appli-
cants appeared, a large enough
group so that Alexander could se-
lect the balance and quality he
desired.
'When we do a concert." Alex-
ander says, "I plan sufficient va-
rieties of music to reach every
listener." So the choir's reper-
toire ranges from Yiddish songs
to swing, and front the early cho-
rales to modern, sacred and sec-
ular anthems.
As for Alexander himself, he
says that as a boy soprano he
participated in the singing of sac- experience in Europe resulting in
red music of every Christian and his being wounded twice, for which
he received the Purple Heart andJewish faith, the Oak Leaf Cluster. He is mar-
The choir performed on t he sled and has one daughter.
50th ahniversary of powered flight
show, directed by Eddie Ricken-
backer, America's famous ace,
and the General Motors Parade
of Progress. both in 1954, the Na-
ional Chamber of Commerce
meeting in 1955, all in Dayton,
Ohio and on television and radio
in Cincinnati and Dayton.
After a Dayton Chamber of
Commerce meeting with Air Force
officials at which the choir sang.
General E. W. Rawlings, com-
mander of AMC, wrote a per-
sonal letter of commendation to
Alexander on the excellence of his
choir.
Alexander is a supply require-
ments project officer in the Elec-
tronics and Armaments branch in
the Requirements and Programs
division.
Alexander received a bachelor
of science degree in music from
Virginia State college in 1946, and
a master of arts degree from
New York university in 1947. He
served with the U. S. Army from
1942 to 1945, and had combat
ROBERT ALEXANDER
New York Railroad Club Holds Contest
A Railroad essay contest, offer- Contestants may write on sub-ing $750, $500 and $250 as prizes
is being sponsored by the New
York Railroad club. The contest
seeks to encourage constructive
thought about railroad problems
by students of transportation and
jects of their choice, or topics se-
lected by the club. Entries should
he sent to John Burry, executive
secretary. New York Railroad
Club, 30 Church at., New York 7,young railroad employes. N. Y.
By ALPHONSO WESTBROOKS
I Man's battle against the earthi
and lila attempts to gather and
conquer its resources is the pow-
erful story behind Masters of the
Dew, a novel recently published
by Liberty Book Club.
The 176-page novel, written by
Jacques Rouman, is a fitting eu-
logy to the life of its Haitian au-
thor, who died in August, 1944,
The work was published shortly ja
after his death in Haiti, and novel.
thanks to the efforts of Langston
Hughes and Mercer Cook, transla-
tors, it is published in America.
SPARKED REVOLUTION
Students of Haitian history will
recall that it was Rouman's influ-
ence which sparked the revolution
that overthrew the dictatorial Les.
cot regime in 1946. The translators
call attention to this in a brief in-
troduction in the book.
The earth is a battle day
by day without truce, to clear the
land, to plant, to weed, and water
it until the harvest comes. Then
one morning you see your ripe
fields spread out before you tin-
der the dew and you say — who-
ever you are — 'me — I'm master
of the dew 1"
This is the phrase which 'sets ths
stage for the author to record, in
a simple poetic language, the ba-
sic and elemental urges of Haitian*
life. In the book it runs the full
gamut — sun and soil, death and
birth, sickness and health, lov•
and hate, fear and pity.
It tells the story of how Manuel,
main protagonist of the story,
battles against the antagonists —
himself, man, fate, and the god.
of a simple but firm faith.
In all of its drama, the book
bears the mark of a man disgust-
ed and bitter with the taste of life.
It is laced with witty proverbs,
tales, and old sayings which aids
in describing the drama of life
that the author has attemjited to
record. However, in his desire to
record this drama, the author
sometimes becomes overbearing
and Illogical in his analysis.
Still the book shows the mark of
a vital and fully alive mind at
work. i
MASTERS OF' THE DEW is a
book about Negroes. But it is a
message for all humanity.
College Students
Back Integration
Follow ing the pattern set by both
major political parties at their
conventions. the C. S. National Stu•
dent Association also has adopted
a "watered down" stand on de-
segregation.
The 800 delegates at the Ninth
National Student Congress meet-
ing at the University of Chicago
last week, first voted for a strong
stand and then after a heated de-
bate, settled for the weaker one.
The first declared:
"USNSA stands for immediate
desegregation in higher educa-
tion."
STEPS FORWARD
The latter one states, "T h e
USNSA stands for immediate steps
toward desegregation in higher
education."
Delegates later admitted that
the desegregation issue was the
hottest issue the congress consid-
ered.
Resolutions adopted by the con-
gress are regarded as the nation-
al policy for USNSA, which is
composed of some 200 colleges
across the nition and represents
approximately 740,000 students.
The congress also gave its staff
power to form a staff to help cam-
pus communities find answers to
problems in human relations.
Final business at the 10 - day
meeting was election of six nation-
al officers.
How often we hear folks say: "I
forgive them fur what they did,
but I shall never be able to for-
get Then they might go into
a vivid description of some inci-
dent that occurred, perhaps many
years ago. They have indeed re-
membered; is this forgiveness?
How many people really do for-
give? Forgiveness is taught as
something to be practiced in all
religions, but how many folks
try to carry it out. Forgiveness
not only helps the situation for the
one being forgiven, but rather
tor the one doing the forgiving.
Forgiveness actually is an atti-
tude of mind, The one place where
each individual has complete jur-
isdiction is in his own mind. You
can think what you choose to
think. Your forgiving another per-
son, then, has to do with your
thoughts about the person. When
you truly forgive, you restore a
person to the place in your
thoughts that he occupied before.
• *
Dear Prof. Herman: I am a con-
stant reader of your column and
have found it very helpful. But I
ant now really coming to you for
help. We moved to this city a few
months ago, and my husband was
successful iv biding work. But we
still have a problem finding a
suitable home for our family. W•
have found several places, but
they are so high that we hesi-
tate in attempting to try and
pay it. However, we cannot go
on as we are either, what do you
suggest?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question I feel that you should
reconsider two of the places
as they offer you the chance to
rent out a part of the house to
help with the rent And you can
still have enough room for you
and your family. If your finan-
cial conditions continue as they
are perhaps in a few years you
will be able to buy a home, par-
ticularly if you decide to follow
the plan I have suggested —.
letting a part of the house in.
come help pay the rent.
*
Mrs. R I understand you have
a new type Horoscope . . one
that defines your name in respect
to luck etc. How can I obtain
one?
ANS. If you will write to me
in care of this paper. I shall ha
happy to send von a list of my .
many readings, daily charts etc.
which should help you.
•
•
••••
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Our Opinions
&ail Those Who Defy The Law!
The happenings in Clinton, Tenn., over
the past few days makes one wonder if there
doesn't exist an alarmingly large body of
white Americans who define freedom as
"the right to violate the law and defy the
Courts at will."
If the suspicion is correct then one must
tremble for the future of this country, and
particularly the South. In far too many
instances. leading Southerners have advo-
cated defiance and opon disregard for the
rulings of the United States Supreme Court
and other federal courts in regard to school
integration and other aspects of undemo-
cratic racial discrimination and its resultant
segregation. Now the birds are coming
home to roost ... even white folk are being
intimidated.
When the leaders make such statements,
it's not long before the situation gets out
of hand. Fringe individuals like the John
Kasper, who traveled hundreds of miles to
stir up racial violence and hatred in Clin-
on, after the local population had apparent-
ly acceded to the rulings of the courts on
school segregation provided a case in pc•:nt.
Such individuals have a misconception of
freedom. And they prey on the misconcep-
tions of others for profits and penny pres-
tige, totalily disregarding the hard and fast
fact that this nation can't continue to exist
for long permitting the persecution and
mistreatment of any portion of its popula-
tion.
The Federal Court judge who jailed Kas-
per is to be commended. He is to be com-
mended not only for upholding the law, but
also for bringing to clear focus, the real
nature of the South' s resistance to the in-
tegration rulings. There are too many peo-
ple in the South who think they are over
and above the law. They take too much
pleasure in being regarded as "fiery" and
hot-tempered, with predelictions for mob
violence, Ku Klux activities, and night-rid-
ing. It's an outgrowth of the master com-
plex which was demonstrated to be out of
place in a democracy by the Civil War.
When will Southerners wake up and learn
that they lost that war?
The answer is: continued adherence to
the law by Federal courts as in the Clinton
case. . .and continued jailing of those who
defy it.
Unholy Crusade For Segregation
The use of the Bible to support causes
wholly at variance with Christian ethics
has been frowned upon by legitimate
evangelists and their disciples as an inde-
fensible prostitution of the Holy Scriptures.
Obviously universal condemnation of this
iniquitous indulgence is no deterrent to the
individual who is fired by an inordinate
passion for power and notoriety.
In an interview given to the press a few
days ago at Baton Rouge, La., "Archbishop"
C. C. Addison, a native of Colquitt, Ga., but
41Pnow a resident of New York City, is report-
ed as having said that he was "out to de-
stroy the NAACP," for, he went on, "the
only proper way to live together in peace
and harmony is in segregation."
He quoted as proof of his fuzzy thinking,
the 11th chapter, first verse of the book
of Genesis which reads:
"And the whole earth was one language
and of one speech."
These are the opening words of the
biblical passage that deals with the tower
of Babel and the confusion of tongues that
followed. Interpreting this is his own "ec-
clesiastical" way, "Archbishop" Addison
came to the .conclusion that "we take our
segregation from the Bible." and that, said
he "it is a sin to integrate."
It is difficult to view these utterances
with anything but a feeling of melancholy
and disgust. To whatever source he at-
tributes his reference, the "Archbishop" is
lending his "holy" voice to the gospel of
confusion and hate at the very moment
when more and more cries are being raised
in massive protest against the evil of racial
segregation.
It was a familiar trick of the southern
advocates of segregation and slavery in
pre-civil war days to refer to the Bible as
the authority for their nefarious practiees.
But today, even the most rabid Negro ha-
ter no longer hide behind the Scriptures
in defending white suprmacy and medieval
social concept. For, they realize that the
good Book can be cNoted with equal vigor
by both Saint and Sean.
Please note carefulkr dear reader, "Arch-
bishop" Adison is "president-general of the
pro
-segregation African Universal Church
and Commercial League corporation."
That's the name of the church which is
located in New York City and whose titular
head has been touring the South in the last
two months organizing his pro-segregation
group.
We suggest that the "Archbishop" would
serve better the cause of his pro-segrega-
tion communicants by affiliating himself
with the Ku Klux Klan of his native state
where the members of this mystic order
no doubt are nodding with glee their ap-
proval of an unsolicited defender of white
supremacy from an unseerning quarter.
This is no laughing matter. The fact that
the white press has given hearing to this
type of Negro leadership is an ominous
warning that "Archbishop" Addison's
preachment, ludicrous as it is. may find
enough support to retard if not obstruct
the march of progress toward integration.
Enlightened metropolitan public opinion
may smother this dangerous movement.
But it. will not do so by complacency nor by
ignoring the destructive power of any itin-
erant Caesar bent on changing the course
of history.
What The People Say
Caution For Voters
Dear Editor: When will t h e
American Negro realize that he
has tremendous political .strength
in unity and that he can be the
dominant factor in electing the
president of the U. S. and numer-
ous other political candidates who
control the destiny of the gov-
ernment.
The Negro today should not give
allegiance to any one political par-
ty but should vote for individuals
Mrs Louise Lewis. 217 Moore St
aspiring for political nomination
who pledges and is outspoken in
his denunciation of racial preju-
dice and segregation, regardless
of his political affiliations.
The Democratic convention ap-
proved a civil rights plank which
recognizes the Supreme Court's
school anti-segregatior ruling as
"the law of the land" but pledges
that force w;11 not be used to "im-
plement it."
The Democratic party fearful of
the rebellious South at the nation-
al convention compromised on the
civil rights plank to placate the
South, rather than extend to the
Negro American his constitutional
rights.
The Negro must not forget that
the flamboyant and vociferous
41101 campaign oratory about "Ameri-can democracy" just before the
national election does not apply to
him as of yet and as far as he
is concerned is just so much hog
wash.
, Are the Negro voters such asi-
nine idiots as to continue to vote
Democratic when it is an ack-
nowledged fact tnat any federal
legislation pertaining to a civil
rights bill his been unanimously
opposed by the solid Democratic
South.
It has been quoted that "God
protects the fools and the drunk-
ards, but the Negro must protect
himself." W110113 Nov. 6 comes, I
Eihel Rollins. 264 Clifton Place. Vklyn.
hope and pray that the Negro will
intelligently protect himself. —Dr.
Andrew W. Dudley, Montreal, Que-
bec.
• • •
The Issue Is When
Dear Editor:
This is an election year and all
of us are expecting a great deal
of complication in the things we
read and hear. One fact, how-
ever, stands out patently and if we
don't state it nobody is going to.
Neither the personality of Eisen-
hower nor his politics is an is-
sue. The man smiles once from
his sickbed and corners a million
votes. This isn't politics but pub-
licity.
The real issue is this. The only
real difference between the Stev-
Mrs VB.,. 281 test 153rd at
ensonites and the Nixonitrs is that
the Stevensonitex want the presi-
dent to have his next heart attack
a couple of months before the elec-
tion and the Nixonites a couple of
months after it.
The sooner this fact is recognized
and admitted the better. Amen.
Bruce 0. Samuels, Armand Pet-
recce, New York City.
Alabama School Seeks
More Building Funds
GREENVILLE, Ala — Presi
dent T. M Patton. Lomax-Han
non college, located here, announ-
Flarale Rolm.,. 428 St Nichols' 4.1.
ced this week, that the trustees
of the college had authorized a
financial drive to raise 54,000,
which would be used to complete
some of the rooms in the admin-
istration budding, which has been
under construction for some time. 11111111111111111111011111111111111111i111110111111111IllionitinaonitiliM1111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111IIII111111111111?
Looking for stops
The public schools of Memphis
re-opened for business this
oeek and the annual hunt for "sop"
courses by too many school chil-
dren begins again What is true
in Memphis is generally true for
pupils all over. They hunt fur
"sop.' rouses .
A "soo" course is generally un•
dersteas: to be one in which the
student can take it eisy. The
teacher doesn't require too much
work. It's easy los the student
to "filibuster" . that is, use
a lot of words. bluff. half-truths,
and jive, to give the impression
that he knows something, and
manages to get by with a passing
grade. - -• ---
Hunting "sop" courses is not re-
stricted to elementary and public
school children. College and uni-
versity folk look for them in too
many instances. Even teachers go
to summer schools and look for
"sop" courses. Thcs only want to
get something in their '- heads"
" m inds."
And thats just the reason it
seems some times that sending the
average kid to school is a waste
of time.
A good illustration of e hat is
meant can be provided by ob-
serving the tendency of some Ne-
gro pupils to dodge those cours-
es which even suggest the need for
concentration and application i n
the form of real study. Most of
them dodge mathematics and sci-
ence courses. These subjects are
so exact until the student can't
bluff his way too far before the
facts catch up with him. The fig.
right. When the teacher demands
that a pupil deliver, even in his-
tory, or dancing, or music, or
English . . . an, course . . .
When the teacher demands that
the real McCoy in the way of ac-
tually knowing the lesson be put
doon. It will be noted that too
many kids get terribly boared oith
everything about school . . and
start talking about "them ol: teach-
ers, who ain't teaching us nothin'
. . they jug' mak.) me sick."
Its high time that intelligent Ne.
gro parents who really want their
children to have a fair chance
at a good education, begin with
the fundamentals The first fun-
damental of a good education is
a willingness to pay the price for
the same. The price for the good
education is a willingness to pay
the price for 'he same. The price
tor the good education is study and
effort . . . Nothing comes easy.
The writer speaks from experi-
ence. when he points out that the
price of a four-flushing "sop"
course education is embarrassment.
and disappointment when some-
thing really important comes
along.
During a Summer spent in an
institution of higher learning, tak-
ing courses o bich required ground-
ing in the fundamentals of mathe-
matics and even English, the writ-
er paid the price of having made
"A's" without studying.
It is with the hope of helping
school children of today avoid the
bitter price of a "jive" education
that these words arc placed here.
With no intention to preach or ex-
hort. this opportunity is seized to
be parents and pupils to face
ures required don't lie. If the one all important fact, namely.
student doesn't apply himself and No matter how far one may
study, courses in mathematics. "skate" thru school on ''sop'' cour-
such as algebra, geometry, Digo- sec and bluff, sooner or later the
nometry, and even Sixth grade time is going to come when the
arithmetic and above, will show
him up as a four•flusher 'and a
chump,
So, in order to hide the average
youngster in school will take the
courses of least resistence to four-
flushing. He'll take courses which
provide an opportunity to hide be-
hind a lot of words and posing.
And yet, when it's boiled down,
no course offered in the schoql is
a "sop- course when it is taught
learner will have to "know." . .
And o hen one doesn't know, he
has to go to the foot of the class,
or leave the school . . or leave
the job . or lose the opportunity
. . . or be exposed for what he
is , . a four-flusher.
As your kids start back to school
tell them that the best way to solve
our problems is to know — and to
know is to study — even the hard
Courses.
Definite Plan Needed For
Race Problem, Says Survey
the survey found. Fifty-nine per
cent of all whites and seventy per
cent of all Negroes eschew a peace
at any price policy, while only
thirty per cent of whites and
twenty-four per cent of Negroes
would let things slide.
Moreover, and perhaps surpris-
ingly to some, Southern whites are
malmost solidly in favor of a spe-
cific program as the whites of the
North. In mixed areas, both North
and South, it seems that whites
are more satisfied with the way
things work out between them
and their colored neighbors than
the Negro neighbors are.
Rust Will Open Sept. 11
According to Dr. L. M. McCoy,
president, Rust college will open
its 91st school year Sept. 11, with
the registration of several hun-
dred in-service teachers who will
attend the first fall session and
be ready to return to their own
classrooms at the close of the har-
vest vacation.
Rebel Dems To
Form Own Slate
COLUMBIA, S. C. — (INS) —A
dissident group of South Careiin-
ians yesterday forsaw an "easy"
task of getting 10,000 voter-signa-
tures to qualify an "iodependent'
slate of residential electors as a
protest against the National Demo-
cratic party civil rights platform.
The group took the step after
the regular state Democratic party
announced it would support the
party's candidates for president
and vice president in the Novem-
ber election.
Farley Smith, of Lynchburg, son
of the late U. S. Sen. E. D. (Cot-
ton Ed) Smith, heads the South
Carolinians for the independent
electors movement which will op-
pose a slate of eight electors pick-
ed by the regular Democratic
state party. The independent fac-
tion objects to "any endorsement"
of the U. S. Supreme Court racial
desegregation decision.
Words of the Wise
The final teat of science Is
not whether Its accomplish-
ments add to our comfort,
knowledge and power, but
whether It adds to our dignity
as men, our sense of truth and
beauty. It is a test science can-
not pass alone and unaided.
--tDeVid Sarno)
The Negro-white problem, con-
sidered by Americans the coun-
try's most pressing problem, will
not solve itself. A solution will
come only from a definite plan.
These facts are revealed by a
nation wide survey made for the
Catholic digest by an independ-
ent opinion research firm. Report-
ing in the September issue on one
of the aspects of the survey, the
Digest explains, "three persons in
every five, or 60 per cent, argued
the need for a definite plan. Only
three out of ten, 20 per cent, said
that the problem will work itself
out
One of the questions concerning
an approach to the Negro-white
problem. dealt with the placing of
responsibility: "Do you think that
the problem is something for Ne-
groes to work out by themselves
or should white work on it also?"
Both sides seem to realize the
whites, who created the problem
in the first place, should share in
the burden of solving it. Na-
tionally, none out of ten, 89 pet'
cent say that whites should not
leave the problem to Negroes. The
Northern vote for such white par-
ticipation was 90 per cent; the
Southern white, 88 per cent; Ne-
groes, North and South. 92 per
cent.
Substantial agreement does ap-
pear among all groups on the ne-
ccssity for some forte of action,
Clark Opens September 10
President James P. Brawley,
Clark college, has announced that
the 88th year at Clark will begin
with a meeting of the faculty,
Sept. 10. Dean A. A McPheters
will be among the speakers at
the opening tessions and will out-
line the series of faculty confer-
ences to follow.
SO WHAT?
"Whafcha puffin' perfume behind your ears for? Ya
figurin' on meetin' someone who whispers?"
G,•• To The NAACP Legal
Disfense•Idixt-honal s.,d Int
807 W.4Jid
New York N Y
•
Simple Speaks His Mind
On Woes Of House Cleaning
"Some %%omen arc fiends (0 r "Maybe you were not cut out ter how 
we figures, ours Jo nat
house cleaning," said Si mpl e. for house cleaning," I said. "May- 
last till Friday. One reason, I fig-
They will break a husband down be you are just not the domestic ures. is she 
buys so much clean-
if he lets them. making him clean, -type." 
ing powders, soap, furniture poi-
and clean, and clean. Now, you "I love my home," said 
Simple, isle and clorox. Can't nobody
take my wife, Joyce. Before we "as a place to set down
 and re- drink elorox — and it sure will
got married Joyce cleaned her lax in. But when a man 
comes unbalance a budget."
home.
own place. No"she expects me to home, the house ought to
 already ••A my good man, has to
work as hard as she do keeping be clean." he kept sanitary. 
Living in crowd-
our place not only clean, h ii t "But when the woman works, ed circumst
ances, as most of us
clean-clean-cleaner than clea n, too, as your wife does, you c
an do in big cities, dirt creates a
which means that you 'Jost never not esOect that. No house will just health hazard. If you do not de
stop cleaning. A house needs a up and clean itself." your part to keep 
Ow house clean,
"That is what I would like to what can you expect of your
hut
tt nsourm ept ize.ittis t ubIlintp• paedh uenNvisrny,
I as a
invent," said Simple, "a hou s e neighbor? And Negro neighbor-
dayoa'ni with mbrnopo ,I
NMatei until tonne day,. 
d ti s t that would clean itself. As soon hoods are so often old and run-
husband and wife lock the down even before we move into
swear to Goal. that floor is going door in the morning and go otf them, that it ts.k
es a lot of clean
to open its mouth and holler, to work, the dishes would turn on mg an
d constant vigilance to keep
'Stop!' i would not blame it be- the hot water and wash them- them up to
 par. You claim to he
cause I ain tired myself front just selves, the rugs would jump up a race man. I know you want tc
and start shaking themselves, the do your part."seeing how often it gets cleaned.
'Cleanliness is next to Godliness,' dustrags would fly off of their "Joyce has me doing t 
hr e r
so the Bible says. But if God was nails and start dusting, and when p
arts," said Simple, "my part, thi
a married man, God would put a I come home at night, all that 
race's part, and the hard part.-
aas ;
lot of space between Him and His would be done." 'Stop complaining, fellow,
next of kin. In my opinion, there like"You must have grown up on shoulder your burd
is such a thing as being too clean, fairy tales," I said. man" I said. "Marriage is bases
A little good healthy restful dirt "Comic books," said Si iii pie. on daring, caring and sharing. I
never hurt anybody. Do you reek- "More lately especially spacemen you dare to get married, you havr
on? Two beers bartender." and atoms. Maybe they will in- to care enough to share. T h a
"One can get immune to dirt," vent an atom that will annihilate goe
s for the work involved, too—
I said, paying for the be er s. dirt, pulverize it every morning sharin
g not shirking."
--Some people live in filth all quick, and nobody will have 
to "I did not tell you my trouble
their lives and it does not bother bother about it the rest of 
the for you to add to them," sas
them." day. A man's evening hours is Simple, frowning. -I h
ear all tha
"Too much dirt would bother not the time to have to worry kind of talk 
from Joyce ever'
me," said Simple, "hut too much about sweeping, mopping, dust- day —
 care, share, and shirk
cleaning does, too." ing, and putting things in place. you dare —
 and I did not corn.
"What you should strike ia a When 1 was single, I was not both- to this bar tonigh
t to attend
ercd with no such details. Now, lecture."happy medium," I said.
"And what I have got right now for the love of Joyce, loo
k what "Who brought the subject up?:
is the unhappy most." said Sim- I have taken on." I
 asked. "I was sitting on m
ple. "All yve got. Joyce and me, is "Marriage has its advantag
es, stool deep in thought enjoying
a kitchenette apartment, whilst we though," I said. 
cool beer when you came in hen
is planning to get a house. But if "Disadvantages, too," said S
im- and presented a problem. I'm ne
it takes all this much cleaning to Pie. "Cleaning house is o
ne. Bud- concerned about work and mat
keep a little old kitchenette clean, gets is another. Ho
w come, dad- riage myself. It was not I th..
I hate to think how much work dy-o, a budget never 
balances?" brought the subject up."
on my part — not to speak of "Do you include your' even
ing "Then it is I who will put tI
Joyce — it is going to take to beers in your budget?" I 
asked, subject down," said Simple.
help Joyce keep a house clean. A "Them I sneaks out," 
said Sim- "Why did you bring it up
whole great big old house! I am pie, m"but from my own mon
ey, the first place then?" I asked.
about discouraged from thinking Joyce do not miss that. But 
she ''Just to put it down," said Sir
of a house — not the renting or tells me a budget is 
supposed to plc, "that's all — just to put
the buying of it, but the cleaning." last a whole week. Yet, no 
mat- down."
A next door neighbor who comes
from England. Mark Benny, and
two English associates, A. P.
Gray and R. II. Pear have writ-
ten a book that has just been pub-
lished in England with the in-
triguing title, •'How People Vote."
Mr. Benny came to this country
to accept a post at the University
of Chicago five years ago. He had
begun the research for the study
before he left England and the
work was finally finished by A. R.
Gray and R. H Pear. The book
reports on a "study of electorial
behavior" in Greenwich during the
English election of 1950.
Among the observations or find-
ings in the study which interested
me are the following: "What does
seem clear is that most of our
informants voted for what they
considered their class interests.
They allockted themselves to a
certain social class and voted for
what seemed best for their class."
In commenting on the meaning
of this fact, the authors state
"This does not mean that all Eng-
lishmen are at heart convinced
Marxists, for we have no evidence
to suggest that they envisage an
eventual class war to settle class
differences once and for all. It
probably means no more than
they, in their way, agree with the
view of Auciologists that of all the
democracies, England is the one
in which there is Hit most con-
sciousness of closc and most
awareness of class distinction and
the pattern of social intercourse and the workers while the Rept?:
which flows therefrom " licans find it very difficult to f
These observations brought to cape the label of big business a•
my mind some of the "expert the upper crust. On the whole
opinion" on how people will vote believe it would be fair to sta
in this coming election which I that there are far more peel!'
heard recently during the Demo- with big dough in the Republic.
cratic convention. Although : we party than there are in the Dem
are not nearly as class conscious cratic Party. Although govern
as the English, there is plenty Harriman of New York. Senat
of evidence that a change in eco- Kerr of Oklahoma and Govern,
nomic station in our country may Williams of Michigan have enoto
bring a change in party affilia- money between them to buy o
lion, a boatload of Republicans. 
T:
To put it roughly, it is often exceptions merely serve to 
ma:
said that as coon as a Democratic the rule,
bum gets a ham sandwich ahead One of the explanations t h
he begins to think about voting some strong Democratic 
partisa-
Republican. There is nothing like give for the victory of Presid
e
money in the bank when it comes Eisenhower in 1952 is that the T
)
to shaping a political decision. mocratie administration h
ad ere
Many Democrats have voiced ed such widespread pr
osperity tb
the fear that the flight to the sub- it made Republicans out of er
urbs of so many newly-prosperous while hungry Democrats. 
The vc
city-dwellers will help the Reputo crs, instead of showing 
gratittu'.
lican party. These people buy their switched to the Republican
s to Cu;
little suburban home and begin to serve what the Democrats ga•
entertain ideas ot well being and them, so the argument runs.
conservatism. They have made a Most political pundits and pc'
proud inve.mcnt and they have sters seem convinced thot unlc
something to protect. Ike breaks a leg, the Republic
a"
The move to the suburbs also are going to win again this yea -
leads to breaking up of old ties They argue that the country t
and associations which once kept prosperous and, of course. Ike
the family in the party. The (mi. more personable than Adlai. If H.
ly that moves out also may con- GOP has discovered the 
relatioo
sider itself moving up the social ship between an individual's 
ban'
ladder. Everything contributes to account and his party affiliatior,
chance and this includes a change the party may never again 
let I;
in political views and expressions country go broke enough to 
assu
The Democratic party is the a Democratic victory In such
sell-styled party of the little man situatios. we should worry,
114-41.•
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August Cupid's Favorite This Year . .
0 A BLUSHING June conceded coquettishly this month that sister August has captured Dan Cupid's attentions aridstolen the hearts of brides and grooms from her—this year, at least. And a blushing bride reaches the enchanting momentof brides for time immemorial as she tosses her bridal bouquet toward the outstretched hands of her bridesmaids. She isthe former Vantella Davis. daughter of Mrs. Jennie Robinson, who became the bride of James Campbell Sunday, August26 at Carter Temple C.M E. church. The Rev. S. J.,- Laws, minster, solemnized their vows taking. The beaming grc,orrr'sparents are Mr. and Mr. James Campbell.
r •••••-
0 FRAMED BY THE window of the auto which whiskedthem to the reception in groom's home, 4520 So. Champlainave., are radiantly happy newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. DonaldWilliams. The couple repeated marriage vows August 26 atEbenezer Baptist church. The bride is the former TheresaJackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theo Jackson.
•
•
II
0 A MEDIC AND his bride toast their happiness in cham-pagrle at the elaborate wedding reception in Parkway's blueRoom which followed their marriage August 25 at fashionableSt. Edmund's Episcopal church. The bride is the formerFrances Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James I. Jackson
and her groom is Dr. Charles Wren, son of Mrs. Charles W.Wren and the late Dr. Wren.
•
ro 'WITH THIS RING'. .. A serious bride slips the ring onthe finger of her groom as they pledge their troth at impres-sive nuptials August 25 at Hartzell Methodist church beforethe Rev. Arthur R. Howard. She is Yvonne Boler, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs E. W Boier. The groom. Edward A. Potteris the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Potter, Over 200 guestsfattlinded the reception,
0 ADMIRING AN array of lovely gifts are newlyweds Ver-laida and James Mays whose August vows-taking were 'solem-
nized at high mass at St. Elizabeth Catholic church on August18. The bride, the former Verlaida Phillips, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Crosby. The groom is the son ofMrs. Clementine Mays. Their wedding reception followed atthe Y.W.0 A.
0 PLACING THE ring on her finger Edward Moore prom-ises his -worldly goods- to his pretty bride, the former Gwen-
dolyn Love. daughter of Mrs. Rosa Love as the Rev. Clarence
H. Cobbs, minister of First Church of Deliverance solemnizes
their union. The groom's mother is Mrs. Artie Lutes Thr
couple received hundreds of well-wishers at the Sutherlar
hotel following their nuptials.
00- •
gi A PORTRAIT of grace and happiness, Mr. and Mrs. Er-
nest Wooten pose formally following their marriage on Au-gust 26 at Beth Eden Baptist church. The bride is the formerFrances Louise Carter, daughter of Mrs. Ruth Carter jordan.The groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wooten of
Morgan Park.
TRADITION HAS decreed it and another August bride andgroom perform their first joint project and cut their wedding
cake. Happy newlyweds are Mr. and Mrs. Howard Patterson
who were married at St. Dorothy's Catholic church on August
I 8, before the Rev. Fr. Rafterry. The bride, the former Gwen-
lolyn Love. is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Green(he groom's parents are Mr. and Ors. Roosevelt Patterson.
'gip THE TINY REPLICA of the ceremony they had just gonethrough is admired by Melba and John Carter who were mar-
ried on August 26 at St. James A.M E. church. The Rev. Or;Granville Reed officiated. The bride, the former. Melba Jean
Jordan. is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John I. Jordan Sr. Thegroom is the son of Mrs. Anna Sellers. Their reception washeld in a private hall at 9401 South Parkway
(Valentine Photos);
•
